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DEVELOPMENT OP SOCIALIST ASPIRATIONS 

II INDONESIA 

/Following is the full translation of a 
lecture hj  Mr* H. Roealan Abdulgani at the 
university at Malang on 2 July 196Ch/ 

1. Introduction. 

The call of president Soekarno to the people of Indone- 

sia to realise socialism a la Indonesia, together with the 

Government and with all the facilities of the State, has ■ 

found enthusiastic reception everywhere* 

In      ay opinion, those who work in the field of 

science, such as in institutions for higher learnings shall 

not and cannot but rise to this call. 

For what reason? 

It is because the purpose of socialism not only contains 

elements of science* but also because its implementation is 

based upon, scientific findings* 

Whereas the University of Malang three years ago hag 

already begun with the teachings of Law and Social Sciences, 

end  now has started with Business Administration,   to be 

further extended to Agriculture and Veterinary, it is not too 

difficult for an outsider1 like I am to draw the conclusion 
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that in all those fields of teaching "Sociology" has been or 

will be included«, . 

hn& speaking of Sociology as a science to study the pro- 

blems of hutsan society, we all know that it is not the only 

science to be active, in that-field. In this case,. Sociology 

does not stand, alone. Together with Economy, History, Poli- 

tical Science and other sciences, Sociology Is a part of 

"Social Sciences"« It is even to be considered a young mem» 

ber  of the family« 

When an economist studies production and distribution 

of Nature's'resources in the broadest sense of the word; 

when & historian endeavors to collate the relationship of 

past events? and when a political scientist studies and ana» 

lyses the concentration and distribution of political forces 

in various societies and states, eech one of the-ia merely 

concentrate one's attention upon one facet of society« So* 

eiology now endeavors to see- society in its 

entirety,' the Inter-relationships and inter-influences, 

trying to .synthesize and generalise ail the movements of so- 

ciety* 

Socialism as an idea, as'an aim, takes in all facets of 

society; it even considers society as a unit« And socialism 

as & movement so far has been able to establish 13 States 

with e total population of about one-billion people* 
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For that reason it not surprising that universities in other 

countries which I have visited, in Western as well as in Eas- 

tern countries, the trends of socialism, Including Marxism, 

■  are being taught as part of the study of sociology« 

It is for that reason th&t I am of the opinion that the 

call of our' 'President for realizing socialism should eomxmnä 

• the attention and reception of every Institution for Higher 

Learning as a logical thing, in the spirit of what an English- 

man once said that »a university should be a place of Light» 

of Liberty and of .Learning? 

II. Socialism Is not a new idea in Indonesian Society» 

.. . This lecture is naant to assist in facilitating the ques- 

tion of Socialism a la Indonesia concretely« 

The theme »'Development of Socialist; aspirations in Indo- 

nesia" is divided Into two parts, each of which needs to be 

explained» In the first place, about the meaning of the word 

development! in the second place, about the word socialism. 

By development I mean the history, but in'a somewhat li- 

mited sense of the word. Thus in its connection with the word 

socialism I will foe in a better position to place more empha- 

sis on the history and development of the' aspirations! of so« 

cialiam as such, rather than on the question of the idea of 

Socialism a la Indonesia» the theory of the idea as well, ©g 

the implementation of the idea. 
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Or In other words, I will look more Into the past rather 

than into the present end the future« This is not because I 

wuld not like to look to the future» but because looking 

into the past is not only retrospective but also introspec- 

tive, and retrospection and introspection render wiadorn for 

th.a future« 

To draw the talus-print and erect a structure for Socia- 

lism on the soil of Indonesia, it is necessary to investigate 

and evaluate the strength and weaknesses of that soil which 

is among othars.determined by Time «hieh has passed« The re« 

suit of-the study and evaluation will.give useful and valua- 

ble ^histories.! background"» 

For that reason, I would like to draw your-1 attention to 

the fact that this general lecture will emphasize the 

development of the aspirations of that socialism., 

Intentionally thß-refo», the word socialism as en idea 

of the aims based on scientific study is to be 

considered a new phenomena* a result of the meeting between 

Western Europe and Indonesia; or* between the cultures of Eu- 

ropa and of Asia. And if we wish to use the term of Mrs,, 

Barbara lard (an English'writer.who is now teaching in Ghana, 

Africa), it is the res-alt of "interplay between East and 

West"; or in the words of Prof, Toynboe, the result of the 

"encounter of civilisations"j or if we wish to quote- s strong 



expressions we can apply a terra used by two Dutch professors 

Romein and Werthaims "the fruit of the collision between 

Bast and lestR«. 

I san  saying it Intentionally and consciously* 

What I mean is that the term socialism has not been ap» 

plied intentionally in the past« But as a structure of just 

and prosperous society, socialistic aspirations have exis- 

ted in our- thoughts and ideas. 

Likes Bung Jiarrto quoting Ki Dalang /larrator of Shadow 

plays or ls.ya.rig/s who describes the Kingdom of Dorowati /one 

of the characters in  a tale from Mahabhapata*/ &a follows; 

end the Kingdom is - 

"as broad as it is long» as high as it is wide «• 

«ridely known for its high principles" /Free translation 

of the Javanese lyrics'/,* 

which according to Bung Rarno contains a political idealism 

and m&wiiBi   nT'ae  country is so widely known and widely dis»- 

cussed beyond its bouuderies, and     the country  is of such 

high culturej*1 

and that the economic situation is » 

*-'facing haven abound, %eas, and surrounded by green 

fields. Ducks» chicken,,cattle» at dawn streaming into 

the runs and pastures» at dusk returning to shelter 

themselves. People ever moving in trade night and day 



without end» with no danger on the roa$"/Fr©© tmnslatior 

from th© Javanes« IjricsJ» 

which aecor-dlag to Bung Km/no  contains economic ideals 9 to 

mema  "that the cmxatt'j .has many eeaporfcs and rico«fiel&s* 

and that it is SO prosperous that there is so thievery* The 

chickens and .c&ttlö go on their own to th® fields and pasture 

ia th© morning ©.ad'return t© their shelter» by nightfall« 

The people .travel on the road    by -day ®*xi by night, b&emn 

ther© is no fear for disturbances on the roads"j 

and the structure of the society is » 

13law and, order» happiness and friendliness prevail 

while ths l&ncl is fertile" ß^T&B  translation of the Ja« 

vaness lyrics/» 

which according- to Bung Kara© projects social ideals» to meat 

"tho country is orderlyf        with tranquillity, while the 

people work in peaoe, in happiness and ar© sociable» and the 

soil is. rich". 

Rung K&rno's explanation Is to prove that aspirations 

fop a'just and prosperous State and society» i*e« & socialist 

societyff already existed in the hearts and minds of the 

People of Indonesia fox» hundred® of yeai»g« If what has been 

described tej  Ki Dalang is really the true situation of our 

society, in Java one thousand fe&rs  ago» then separated from 

the ©motion of the literary liberties of Ki Dalang« we could 



draw the conclusion that there existed kingdoms in which the 

the societies were agriculturfcl-arch-eontouniatic or agricul- 

tural-cosamunalist ic« 

im&        nine hundred years thereafter, i.e. in the year 

1090s, the Netherland-Indiea colonial authorities were rocked 

by the teachings -of Ejai /Title for a religious teacher/ Sa~ 

min alias Soerantiko, a farmer from Blora with over- 2*300 

farmer-followers widely scattered, over Bodjonegoro, the ar»- 

&s of ReiBbang, Ngawi, Grobogan, P&ti and Kudus (I gathered 

this Information from the Encyclopedia of Netherlands-Indies, 

1919) and at present still has the following; of about $0 

farmers households (this information is obtained froia the 

1955 publication of the Ministry of Information regarding 

East Java   as part of the -series of publications by    all 

of the Provinces in the Republic of Indonesia), which 

teachings are.based, on collective property and mutual coope- 

ration supplemented with crop-sharing rules according to the 

needs &.nd to justice«, 

In addition, bis teachings preach moral discipline in 

which thievery, deceit, xaalloe and other vices are prohibited, 

Then.ws can understand the findings of j-# Th. Petrus Blum» 

borger in his book entitled "The communist Movement in Ne- 

therlands-Indies since 193SSS in which the first paragraph 

states? 
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"CoBB&unlsia as a eocl&l-economlc principle has also been 

known of old in the native life of the Netherlands-Indies ar 

chlpel&go*1* 

It fur-1hör state ss 

"As one of th® moat important expressions of arch-com- 

munism Is particularly the comauaal property rights of land 

and water; the so-called right of the community, due the na- 

tive communities in village or family relationships", 

. Knowing that in 1905I Kjai Samin society 

.opposed interference by the colonial authorities of the Ne- 

therlands -Indies who at that time wished to subjugate the 

arch-cowmuniatic society to the colonial aystorn of the Meth© 

lands-Indies with its capitalistic and liberal!stie charac- 

teristic of foreign rulers, until Kjai Samin in 190? was ex» 

lied to Suöißtra irhere he dies-in. 19lii-> thon we can also un- 

■deratand the qualifications submitted by Petrus Blumberger 

about the S&siniet society, to wits. 

"As anarchistic practices of *natural* communism, 83&* 

minlsBi» sb.ou.lci be noted, so called   after the founder of 

B.  utopi&n sacred- teachings in Central Java* « man called 

Kjai Basin* who refused to recognise any  authority 02* social 

obligation * taxation in money or in the form of labor -. 

wad whose refusal is based on the concept of equality 

for all human beings and on communal property rights of the 
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soil and its products"e 

It soex&s that to the Dutch colonial government any sys- 

tem opposing their colonial system is to be considered anar- 

chy I 

The description of the Kingdom of Dorowati by Ki Dalang 

and the facts on .Samirsism show us that the concept of eque« 

lity» and of a just and prosperous society, be it called 

areh-coamunlsra, coamainallsa OP socialism in lestera terras, 

long existed on  the soil of Indonesia . 

Now that we follow and use the Western terms, we slight 

also evaluate the origin»! concepts which «re have obtained 

from Indonesia's own history with the yard-stick of the lea» 

tern terms* 

Arid using» for example, the bases offered by the men of 

sci6B.ee that there &re  two main groups of'socialism, Le, 

Utopian socialism and scientific socialism* we can then in« 

elude the facts we have mentioned, earlier in the group of 

Utopian socialise. 

And if we ask ourselves which form of socialise! we will 

adopt as our joint purpose at this tima, our ans- 

wer and choice would be clearlyj not socialism based on 

Utopia ox* mere dreams, but scientific socialism« It means 

that we wish to establish, socialism with the consideration 

of the forces in our society, of the alas we have jointly de« 
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termlned» and of the lews of the relationship between those 

facts and our aim®* 

111« Socialism according to the teachings of 

Wi&vx  and Engels* 

The world of scientists has long recognised that the 

concept of socialism based on science was originated by the 

great thinkerss Marx and Engels* And it was fro® the» that 

the teachings were originated that society will continue to 

develop along the road of the law of evolution, that &  high« 

er arid better level and structure will evolve from past and 

present structures of society. Arch«cQB3&unIstIc society will 

grow into a feudal society which will further develop into 

a capitalistic society? and from the highest form of capita- 

list (which according to Lenin Is imperialism} will grow & 

socialistic society and further into a eoiamunigt society«, 

In its growth, violence is to arise from time to time 

with bloodshed} hut violence is not to be the ultimate end 

or requirement! Violence could be compared with labor 

pain» before the birth of a new society. That a new social 

structure in a higher form will be born is a eerS@in.tj; but 

whether violence will assist or obstruct the birth depends 

on the       prevailing situation* 

The entire teaching of Marx-Engals in Philosophy, Eco- 

nomy, History and their directives to organige and move the 
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hungry peoples, and their guidance for political actions» 

were rejected and suppressed. 

The entire teaching ia based on decades of scientific 

study; oftentimes they    buried themselves in hundreds of 

books from the British Museum in London.-for rnfttAhSj and. in- 

terrupted only by their activities in managing 

Labor congresses and by the bitter* experiences of a life of 

«political outlaws." * 

M&TX  and Engels «ere greatly influenced by  the teachings 

of Hegel» Fetserbach and Darwin and. other philosophers. But 

unlike many philosopher's whose only purpose Is to interpret 

tfci-s «vents and developments in this world, Marx intended his 

teachings to change the world« 

in "Thesis of Feuerbach" which was written by Marx, in, 

IßhS  »n,ü published again by Engels in 1888» Marx emphasized 

that philosophy and social life must be unified, by his BOW 

we It»known thesis? 

slTha philosophers have only interpreted, the world in 

various ways; the point, however, is to change it«H 

This is one of the essentials of the outlook of Marx» 

He taught science as a service;    and the services of his 

followers must be based on science* The science of service 

and the service of acienee are to be one» 

Hi the field of social science and history» he came to 
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the conclusion of the- existence of certain rules of law in 

the development of society and history. And in this field 

he recommended the study of historical materialisra, class 

struggle and the function of the State« 

In the field of Economy^ particularly within the frame- 

work of capitalism,, he suggested the study of s 

Value and Surplus value theory; 

Capital concentration theopyj 

Accumulation theory; 

Crises theory* 

which as a whole arrives at "the    catastrophy theory" 

of the system of capitalism* 

Marxj according to Lenin, extended arid completed three 

significant ideological theories in. the 19th century which 

emerged in the most advanced'countries, I*e*s 

s* teachings of the classical Gorman philosophy, 

b* teachings of the classical British political-econoRsys 

c» teachings of French socialism aad the French revolu- 

tionary doctrine. 

In completing and advancing the above* Ma^x observed in 

the course of the development of society the "historische 

Notwendigkeiten5* /historical necessities/, over which the in- 

dividual has no control. 

It should he remembered that Marx hireself often remin« 
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ded his pupils that his theories    were no rigid dogmas* 

but a doctrine, flexible basic teachings. A Marxist is not 

a dogaiatlc person, and whenever M&rx noticed that his stu- 

dents aoted dogmatically by calling themselves Marxists, he 

would say: 

nAlles was ich weisss 1st» dasz ich nicht Marxist bin". 

that 1 know is that 1 am not a Marxist"7» This is to 

iseiöi t ha t*Ä Marxism is to be that dogmatic, then they are not 

Marxists* a saying which was used by Bung Hatta /former 

Vice-President Mohamad Eatt&J in his polemic with M'rs. Vo~ 

.degäl-St&aamah in 1939-1940. 

.Mars and Engels also advanced that socialism is the 

'first phase of eojsmunism, and that in the first phase the' 

principle of production end distribution iss "froai each 

according to his ability» to each according to his deed". 

In  the' se-ccmd phase» the principle is to be; "from each 

according to his ability,, to each according to his need". 

Article 12 of the Constitution of the Soviet Union shows 

its soel&listic nature with the following: 

KWork in the U.S,S.fi. is a duty and a matter of honor 

for every able-bodied citizen* in accordance with the 

principles 'He who does not work, neither shall he eat'«, 

The principle applied in the ff.s.s.R.        is that 

of socialisms «Prom each according to his ability, to 
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each according to his wort:'.f? 

The People's Republic of China,which also bases Its sjs 

tern for the State and for its society on those 

teachings, explained, when the people's communes were esta- 

blished In 1958* that: 

"The people »s.poraatunes which thus far have been exten- 

sively established in China is socialistic in. nature, 

end net communistic. So i&r,  the people's communes 

attli follows the socialistic principle of distribu- 

tion - 'to each according to his work' - which is not 

the communistic principle of distribution - «to each 

according'to his need» *. 

So far &B  I can understand t.bs writings of Bung Karno 

from the past until today, Bung Karno is not so attracted by 

the formulation of the socialistic and communistic principles 

of production and. distribution, m one of the meetings of the 

Supreme- National Advisory Council, fee defined a just and 

prosperous society as: "Hegatively . the. absence- of poverty, 

the absence of exploitation Me l'horame par l*hoir,aie» /of  peo- 

ple 'by people/7, the absence of concentrated individual wealth 

In the positive gens® - continuous and growing general wel- 

fare«. That is the reason why Bung Karao. emphasised In parti« 

cular the phraseology of Ki D&lang: «the soil.is rich; order- 

ly, with tranquility,'peace and happiness", 
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And even in the negative sense, Bung Karno is truely 

correct to state that socialism is anti-poverty and that so*- 

eiaiism combats poverty* 

Those are the essentials of socialism« 

IV» Teachings of Utopian socialism* 

Poverty is tee .principal driving force of socialism* 

plain poverty,, suffered by an extraordinary large. 

number; of people 1 The well-known saying of St» Simon was: 

"la classe Is plus nombrsuse et la plus pauvre". £bh&  most 

numerous ana poorest class/» 

The warning of Harry Wt Laidler-, Executive Director of 

the League of Industrial Democracy, contained in the 

volumes entitled "The International Library of Sociology and 
the 

Social Reconstruction", published under supervision of the 

weli-fcnoffii sociologist Karl Mannheim, is appropriate? 

sPor thousands of years» under1 every kind of industrial 

society* the great mass  of the worldss burden bearers were 

doomed to lives of poverty and want» while the few lived in 

luxury* 

I?And for these thousands of years, prophets and dreamers 

of the wor-ld - some from the heart of the common people, some 

from  the privileged classes of society - agonized over this 

tyranny* this oppression* this injustice« , 

"Sc-iae of the prophets appeared before the rulers of so» 



ciety* calling them to repentance and renunciation. Others 

made their eppeal primarily to the common people, urging that 

they secure control of this sorry scheme of things» and trans- 

form it into & nobler social order"• 

Those prophets and dreamers are called by Laidler: Et hi- 

Co«Religious Utopisfcs« 

And then came waves of hundreds of     opponents to 

poverty and the generals of the forces fighting against po- 

verty* »ho followed the sfcsps of those "ethico-reilglous pro«» 

phots and dreamers-» Laidler mentioned among others; 'Plato of 

Greecej Sir Thomas More, Hobbes and John Locke of England? 

Andrea© and Companella /sie| Towmaso CaxapanellaJ of Germany 

and Italy; Saint-Simon, Fourier» Louis Blanc and Proadhon of 

Prance| Albert Brisbane and Horace Greel-ay of America„ 

To that list of names could 'be added those mentioned by 

Mr« H. ?« G. Quack in his 8 volume books (192,3)        ^m 

titled "The Socialists", or those mentioned by G.D.H. Cole in 

his 6 volume books (1959) entitled "A history of Socialist 

thought'*| and if Laidler» Quack and Cole had visited Indone- 
to 

sla^the list of utopists would b© added the names of our 

Dalfitigs /Shadow Play narrators/» such as Gitosewoko, Soetarno, 

Hardjotjarito, Madrte; and'certainly the name of Kjai Samin 

would he added to 'it» Ana if those books were made up to date 
a Mafeiple of 

to include  19öö, Vhinoba Bahve,    h Mahatma Gandhi who 
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is presently traveling throughout India by foot to ask the 

landowners to distribute land to the poor, 

V* Development of Scientific-Socialism.. 

The above are the proponents of Utopian socialism« 

IB the middle of the 19th century then emerged Karl Mar 

an economistj historian, philosopher, who based his studies 

on exact science» and who arrived et the theories on the 

sources of poverty and the ways and means to be used to com» 

bat poverty* 

Once again I would like to emphasizes Socialistic aspi*» 

rations* Utopien a,s well as scientific, are aspirations for 

those of.poverty and of misery; or  to be More appropriate, 

those who have been made poor and who have been jsade to suf« 

fer sal series,, 

The philosophy of socialism is a philosophy emerging 

from poverty in society, from suppression and from exploits.« 

tion» Shen a "self-satisfied" person such as Proudhon philo- 

sophised about the source of poverty* and. in his book enti- 

tled- ,äLs. Philosophie de let aiis&re" advanced that 

the problem of poverty is the problem of the fate of the in« 

dividual, the "fortunes" of the .individual» Marx challenged 

stich a «ay of thinking by emphasizing through res©areh in t\ 

entire development of the history of the world that 

poverty of the masses is caused by suppression and exploits 
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ticm. And he challenged proudhon's philosophy on poverty by 

reversing the words imd wrote the famous hook, entitled 

"i>a  ipxsere do ta philosophic*', as opposed to 

"la philosophis de la mtslre'* (3.8.4.7}, 

"The source of inspiration and prophecy'* * said Profh 

B>   J. Laski of Marx. What L&aki meant was that Marx la the 

source of Inspiration for every fighter in combating pover- 

,rA giant$  who was able to combine the use of his enor- 

mous scientific mind and his unusual talents in strategy, 

that he could m&ke  one shudder", thus wrote Mr. H.P.G. Quack 

in his book "The Socialists", Volume V. 

S,A remarkable person* the father of the labor movement* 

whose theories ars very difficult and hard to understand for 

the educatedf but easy to be understood by the oppressed and 

the suffering peoples", thus wrote Bung Karno in "Fikiran 

Rakjat" /People's Thoughts/ in 1933 at the        £oth arml- 

versary of Karl Marx1 death, 

,sTho works of Marx are a model of magosterlal construc- 

tion", so wrote Bung Hatta about Karl Marx in 19ih) in his 

book entitled "Selected Writings". 

. Earlier I said that between Utopian Socialism and Scien- 

tific Socialism we choose Scientific Socialism. But the de- 

velopment of the history of scientific socialism since the 
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time of Karl Marx and Engels has not followed & atr&ight line* 

It means that there' have many effort* to interpret «tad ftdjust 

the feasie theory of • Karl Marx to the detfelopnumt of-the pre- 

vailing situationa 

Based on the theory of.Marx and Eng©is, Bernstein ad*' 

vstioed his theory ©f revisionism« He was then followed by 

Kaut sky. In addition to that w® have'known socialist lea» 

d®Ä suoh &&  Je&n   «Taurus, Lasalis probably Ferdinand 

Lass&llejp Babel* fclebSmechtj Adler» Otto Bauer, etc» This 

coastitutes the first branch» 

. 'The second branch, whioh.grew, fogged-on Marx &&d Engels, 
1     " ■      "' ■ 

;w@r©'th© theories ©f Lenin (particularly his theory oa the 

State &nd Revolution* and on Imperialism as the highest fera 

of C.&pit&li&m), together with Rosa Luxemburg (a woman fighter 

for Socialism ish© was- murdered by tha Highfcw'ing. group during 

the upheaval's in Berlim is 1919) ®»d Kadek, whose theories 

iifi¥C* been further advanced..by Stalin* 'Mao Tse-tttng »ad Tito» 

The question which we are, faoiag now ig which soienfci* " 

fie soeialiss we should follow #■ 

Let us first set aside this problem and'1st us look into 

the situation of poverty of'otar people« 

VI« Choice of Ida's of Sooiftllsm for Indonesia* 

a» Ei*srged bec&use of poverty of the people» 

If ne ®r@ emphatie in saying that the'essential feature 
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of socialism Is to combat 'poverty, then in the first place 

we have to determine what the situation of the People was in 

the past and what the situation of our People is today. 

1 shall not go into this matte? too deeply« It is suf- 

ficient for you to road the books of   Van Soest entitled 

"Cultuurstelsel" /"Culture System" - Agricultural System7 

{I869), in which the author- described the golden age of In- 

donesia in the l>th and l6th century» before the arrival of 

Dutch colonialism, beginning with the Malay ethnic groups 

"enterprising traders and persevering settlers"j 

Bugis ethnic group: 

"noble and loyal» representing courage"; 

Java ethnic groups 

"industrious» fearless, tranquil.« idealizing agricul- 

tures gantlsman, noble farmer0* 

And the book by Raffles, "The history of Java" (1669), 

in which the Indonesians were described as; "trained sea- 

farers,' who sailed to the C&pe of Good Hope and to Madagas«» 

car'l?« 

And  the book by Veth, "Java* (1Ö75)» in which he stated, 

that the people of Indonesia, aside frosa prospering in agri- 

culture and commerce, consisted of: "coppersmiths, metal 

thread makers, foun&rymen* ■ carpenters and smiths'*0 

The literatirre I mentioned above pictured the happiness 
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id prosperity OUT People enjoyed before the arrival of eo«* 

3*1 i all sm„ 

What colonialist?; has brought to us I should not waste 

>o much time to explore 

It suffices for you to study the writings of     Multa- 

il!: "Max Havelaar" (i860), of Mr. P. Brooshooft: "Ethical 

■)\xvsen   (1901)j. of Van Kol; "Netherlands-Indies In the 

uetes- General" /staten Geiisraal <- Upper House of ths Dutch 

Legislative Branch, of government/* °*  VaR De venters 

teview of the economic situation of the Native population 

r Java and Madura (19ill-)* of Dr«, Huenderj "Rerriew of the 

jonoiüic situation of the Native population of Java and Ma« 

ira (1921)» of Stokvisj "From profit producing province to 

5 If »government" (1922), of prof«, Boeke; "The business and 

irson&l aspects of the colonial welfare policies'5 (1927)* 

:' Prof0 Saouck Hurgronje: "Colijn on the Indies" (1820), 

id of Prof. Gonggrijp: "Economic history of the Jfetherlarda»» 

idles (1929) and many others« 

All those books could show us» that the people of In» 

mesis long ego» in their era of independences livad in an 

Ifiuent society« And afterwards, because of foreign rule» 

ley experienced poverty,.material poverty and spiritual po» 

jrty« 

And it is poverty which brought about national movement 



aspirations for socialism. I do not have to oxplain to you 

furthör about thisa 

The aspirations of R*Ae K&rtini conteined In bsr let«* 

ter*s to Aberidanon which w©r© later published in a book enti- 

tled "Prom Darkness to Light*'; the birth of Budi Utomo, an 

association formed by the students of tfas Java Medical school 

in Djakarts under the leadership of WahidiB Susdirohueodoj 

the establishment of Sarlkat Islam /islamic union/ in 1911 

under Samanhudi and H.O.S. Tjokroaminoto; the emergence of 

the Indisch© Partij /indiea Part^r/ under Douwes Dekker, 

Tjipto Mangunkusumo and Suwardi Swjoalngrat (whose known 

poem "If I were Dutch" caused him to be exiled)* etc»; all 

of the above are valuable sources for you to study«, 

The eircirs movement was inspired by the material and 

spiritual sufferings« It was based on nationalism and patri- 

otism, full of »motion and self-respect. The -position and 

actions w£H'*e radical and sharp» but the form was not yet 

clear« Because their actions desired as. atmosphere of politi- 

cal and social equality and justice, the essentials of the 

colonial situation» together with th® causes for    colo- 

nialisa and. the strength and weaknesses of the colonial sys- 

tem, they could not arrive at an organised movement» 

b« Influence of Dutch social-democrats. 

The analysis of the situation took a more definite form 



with the arrival of teachings of socialist» which, were brought 
with 

to Indonesia by Dutch individuals A social~democratic lean- 

ings» Sneevliet, Baars» Bergsss^ Brandstoder» Dekkers C* Hare« 

togh are some of the nasaes of Dutch individuals who brought 

to the soil of Indonesia, teachings of scientific socialism 

founded by Marx and Engels» 

Sneevliet led them by establishing in 191if 

in.  Samarang the Indische Sooiaal Democrat Is ehe V'ereenlging 

(I.S.D.V.) /indies Social Democratic Association/. And when 

Sne-evliet in March 1917 wrote an article entitled. "Zege*- 

praai" /^Vi&Karf^J >  honoring Kereneky's February Revolution 

in Russia, b.e stated; 

"Here live and resign and suffer «M beat' millions of 
for centuries? 

people Aand not since Dipo Megoro has there been a 

leader- to bring the masses in motion to guide their 

own destiny* 

"People of Java, the Russian Revolution also contains 

a lesson for you« The Russian people too tolerated 

centuries of oppression, vsere poor and mostly Illi- 

terate as you are. 

"They won their victory only by continuous struggle a« 

gainst a government of force and deceit. Also in, Rus- 

sia are labor* unions led by the Government. 

"To serve freedom is a heav'y task., It does not tolerate 
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weakness, mediocrity, hesitancy nor uncertainty* it de- 

mands ones entire personality, courage above all« Does 

the sound, of enthusiasts', now echo In our hearts? Shall 

the sowers of the pposaaanda seeds f or. Indies rmlc&l 

political and economic people's -movement; double their 

efforts? And continue to fight against any attempt to 

suppress the drive for freedom? 

"Then there ahall be nothing else than that the people 

of Java, of the Indiesf   shall gain, as the Russian peo- 

ple h&ve gained: victory"„ 

Hü was then indicted by the Attorney General and 

brought before the Dutch Court of the Netherlands-Indies Go- 

vernments k  Dutchman against the Dutch; Dut also a socialist 

&K&u..ii£ii eoionxalist; class struggle among the whites* His 

defense speech, which was published In November 191? in a 

3öb«p3.ge book, became a source from which several of our 

leaders began to find teachings of scientific socialism» 

YeBf.   the form and structure of Bung E&rnof s defense 

speech before the Court In Bandung in 1930, which mras later 

translated and published by the Dutch S.D.A..P, (Social De- 

moer&tiü Labor1 Party) entitled "Indonesia Accuses" and which 

a short time ago has been published again by the "Newspaper 

Publish.«!1 SenOj also entitled '"Indonesia Accuses" /in Indo« 

nesi&n/ containing 183 cages, showed the erreat influence 
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of Sneevliet's way of thought, in hi a defense In 191? upon 

Bung larno's way of thought before the court In 1930» 

It fas indeed after that, that the tsachings of Marx 

began to spread over Indonesia. In Ssmereng» Sexaaun and Dar* 

sono led the movement  and established the P.K.I. (CoBsmuni«- 

niat Party of Indonesia) in 1920» In Surabaja, Tjokroaminoto 

of S.r. /islamic Union/ was attracted by the teachings of 

Marx, and the literature mentioned by      Sneevliet 

in his defense began to be purchased or borrowed from Tjo* 

.kroÄWinoto's bookshop ISDV and studied by Tjokroaminoto, to« 

getbsr with Surjopranoto, Alixain ami others* Those books vev& 

among others: 

Marx and Engels: The Communist Manifesto 

Karl Marx: D&s Kapital, Kritik der politische Ekonoml, 

herausgegeben von Karl Kaut sky (19114-- 

Stnttgart)« /Capital), Critique of Poli- 

tical Economy» published by  Karl Kauts- 

k^/* Dutch translation, first volume, 

by    P. v.d. Gossj, Wereldbibilotheek 

/World Library/. 

Engelss The development of socialism from Utopian to 

scientific /Dutch title, probably trans« 
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latlon of Engeis1 pamphlet "Socialisms Uto- 

pian and Scientific"^/ 

angels: The Origin of the Family, Private propertyp  and 

the State, (Socialist Library}« 

Karl fta\itskys Sozialismus und Kolonialpolitik (Berlin 

Karl Kautsky; The Road to Power (Socialist Library)» 

A« BabeIt Icmen and Socialise. 

Herman Garter: Histories.! Materialism. 

H, M. Brailaford: The  War of steel and gold (Translated 

from ingllsh by Dr. lu van Revesteyn). 

Mr. P. BrooshOöfts Ethical Course (1901.)» 

Dr. Herman Gorter: Imperialism, World Dar and Social 

Democracy» 

Rudolf Hilferding: Das Finanzkapital,, eine Studie Über 

die jüngste Entwicklung des Kapitalismus 

./Financial Capital, a study of the latest 

development of Capital!sm/» 

Hern, Roland Hoist: Capital and Labor in the Nether- 

lands. (Socialist Library 2.) 

Bung Karno himself, who from 1916 until 1920 

rded" with, the Tjokroaminoto familys 

»rote from his place   of exile in ßengku- 

n the daily pemandangan /Opinion/ In. 19^1 as follows: 



"Prom the time    I was a young man when for the first 

time I became acquainted with the Marxist theory from 

the mouth of a H.B.S. (High School) teacher with social- 

democratic teanings (C* Hartogh is his name) until I 

studied that theory myself by reading as many Marxist 

books of■'several varieties as possible, and until I 

have become active in politics up to this day, to me 

the Marxist theory is the only theory I consider com- 

petent to solve the problems of history, politics and of 

society"« 

c« Grew into P.K.I, 

The influence of Marxist literature since 191? has been 

considerable. In the first place,, it encouraged the forma- 

tion of P.K.I.,and 'the publication of P.K.I, newspapers be- 

tween 1920 and 1926 spread the teachings of Marxism in^popu- 

lar manner ana often times in & forceful way,-particularly 

the teachings for revolutionary action, in magazines with 

names such as Voice of the People, Fire, Proletariats Burning 

Heat» Champions* Islam Opinion* End of the World* Voice of 

the Mines, People's Guidance» Lighting, Torpedo and others» 

At that time, the books and pamphlets which were wide- 

ly circulated and read werei- 

1. MP.K«I. Compas" (published in Semarang in 1923)» 

2* Ax&n Zatn: "Coraffluniam", Vol. I (Semarang, June 1925) 
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Volume II (Semarang, July 1925), 

3. Sukendars"Thesis of the Social and Economic situa- 

tion and of determining organisation and tactics in 

Indonesia" (192I4.), 

k« "Communist Manifesto by Karl Marx and 

Frederick Engels", translated, fay Axan Zain and par- 

tondo, and also published in the daily Soes.re. Rak- 

j&t /Voice of the People/   (1923)» 

5« Tan Malacca; "Towards the Republic of Indonesia" 

(first published In Canton in April 192,5, later pu- 

blished in Tokyo In 192.5), 

6. Tan Malacca: ''Young Spirit8 (written and printed in 

Manila, 1926), 

7. Tan  Malacca? "Mess action in Indonesia (printed in 

Singapore t   1926)„ 

Their organizations for the struggle were called: Peo- 

ple's Union, Spirits Union, Anti-Disturbance» etc« 

Tan Malacca did not; receive his Marxist schooling in 

Indonesia, but in Holland between the years 1918-I921 when 

he studied for bis Master's Degree in Education* and when 

he attended the      Comintern Congress in Moscow in 1922« 

Because during the years thereafter he lived as a poli- 

tical outlaw outside of Indonesia, his books were written 

and published        in foreign countries» 
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we  can read  about  all  this  not only in  the  old  Issues 

lewspapera   some  of  which are  now In trie  Djakarta' Museum» 

vve   can   also   find   them  in   tue   following  books; 

detnerisnas«1ndies"   (19 ■i „ w     / ■•■ o J ". \ 

D i onot oos r>" 1 L3.: -,r.     t (Jotsffiuaxs'G  iioviäinsni   in the 

ie"Dfier'ian.d.s---Indies"   (1935) 

.. -.: -ti-.-ri-i  e.'I >■'.'; «      !><nu.a     ft, ... ..,,,,,,.. ,_,,,., „ sae t, a uses and affects of Cojmoonism on 

ioio fey^t oo&st oi' SuiTjft'fcra > In the volunies of Sslec«* 

ted  Writings   of  5«   Schrieke   (195SK 

Harry ,71 lento and Huth T» McVey: "Toe Conmunist up» 

losings oi' lyoo » 192? in. Indonesia: Key Documents5% 

oy  Cornell   university   (Mew York*   Novemoer i.o i;. soeo   OY 

->•- ,• ..■' / ; • 

looeontnent   oi'  the   dotherlandshindies   because   it   led  ths 

).£..! ngs   aoainst   the  Nether lands -findi es   colonialism  in  the 

les   end  i;oons  oi   Bat&viag   Meester-Ccrrisli.s f   Tarings rang, 

ten,   in  the   areas  of  Central*   i^est  and  last  rrianos.«* 

10  too   towns  oi  Solo,   Ban jotnasj   Pekalonoan^   Kedu,   HYdirY 

" <.' i"i £j v", <",- lungkeng,   i^lehon^Pandianeo   and 

isiiiunto^   and toe   iails  io Glod.og,   Tjipinarsg,   Sukamipkin 

Kadisosok together  with places  for exile-  and 

)igul  and  Muting began to  echo  the   sufferings  of  the 



millions of people of Indonesia, K.H. Misb&ch. and All Ar* 

ciaam are among the martyrs of the communist struggle in In- 

done s la. 

d„ Efforts to synthesize Islam &na  Marxism» 

The second impset of Marxist literature was that S.I* 

/Islamic UnioaJ felt -P.K.I, would draw the masses away from 

■S.I» and that its influence ansoung the common people would 

continue to decline if S.I. did not immediately base its 

mass movement on the theories which were in accordance with 

the nature and desire of the masses. 

' Certainly you know the rule with, regard to the relation- 

ship between revolutionary movement and revolutionary theory« 

In the German language it iss "Ohne revolutionnär© Theorie, 

keine revolutioniere Bewegung". /Without revolutionary theory, 

there cannot be a. revolutionary movement/* 

About the efforts of Hadji Agus Salica tö solve tfee com- 

petition between Sol« and P*K«I» by wpublic debate" and in 

bis book "Conduct 'of H.A» Salim'l .w® can find- a report about 

the S,l« national Congress in Surabaja from 6 until 10 Octo- 

ber 1921» where the "Debate betweeft H.A* Salira and Seraaun on 

Marxist socialism and Islam socialism" was conducted,. Tbe 

competition was latex* solved more satisfactorily by Tjokro« 

amlnoto who in 192^. wrote a brochure, known up until today, 

entitled; HIslam and socialism". 



Pour points In   Pak father/ Tjokroarainoto*s book 

attract' our attention. 

First, that Islam with the teaching of anti~riba 

{riba ~-- interest plus surplus value) /Fiha also means usurg/ 

is in the final analysis anti-capitalistic, according to Tjo- 

kroaminc-to» 

Second, that the Coituaands of the Almighty for charity 

and virtue to and consultation with all people is 

the call of the Almighty for socialism and democracy« 

Third,* that based on the study of history» extracted 

by Pak Tjokroaminoto from books written by Islam scholars 

and by experts of the Orient such as Renan, Stanley Lane 

Poo Is,, prof, Tbeodoore Noldeke, the Islam countries led "of 

the prophet /Mohamad/ and his L  disciples» consecutively, 

i*e* Sajidina /ftrahie title indicating descendant of the 

Prophet/ Abubakar, Sajidina Oem&r, Sajidina Desman .and Sa- 

jidina Ali» which countries were known as chulafaur-rasji&ln 

^Arabic phrase meaning "Just Form" or "Foria based on Justice/ 

reflected a socialistic society which were indeed in accor- 

dance with the teachings of Islam* And during the rule of 

Sajidina Oemar, the form of government and of society were 

Cootmunistic-iallltaristic within the limits of the teachings 

of Islam» 

Fourth, that based on a Marxistlc analysis Pak Tjokro» 
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aminoto concluded that the poverty suffered by the people of 

Indonesia was caused by colonialism and capitalism and that 

the group of the Islam Union were convinced that 

their aims wore the same as the aims of the majority of the 

peoples and labor movements of the worlds Thus pak Tjokro- 

aminoto saw the connnection for cooperation between the la» 

Dor-ooelalvlnternatlonal movement and pars Islamism. 

In his book "islam ana Socialism", Pak Tjoktoaminoto 

very often quoted Prof« Quack, Mr. P,J. Troelstra, August 

Babels and the works of Marx-Bngels, while his basic idea 

reminds me of the opinion of the Pakistani literary writer 

Iqbal who stated that "Islam is identical with   Bolshevism 

plus God!!« 

e* Efforts to synthesize Islam, Marxism and Nationalisms 

Prom the start, the efforts to synthesize Islam anä 

Marxism have clashed with the question whether Cotniaunism is 

enti-G-od or not* This question is a problem of philosophy. 

The demagogues often advance that Marxism equates property 

rights and the relationship between male and female, which 

Is contrary to religion and morals« 

In £.dlition„ Nationalism clashes with Marxism, particu- 

larly with regard to the inter-nationalistic nature of Marx-. 

iaxn  and Moscow* s position In internationalism«. The 

disagreements lucresset with the clash between Islam and Na~ 
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tlonalism on the question whether Nationalism would or would 

not conflict with Fan IsXamism» 

Thus it is clear that the political atmosphere around 

1920 §nd 1926 In our country was dominated by three movements, 

i.e* Islam,, Marxism and Nationalism which wsra sometimes 

.opposed,.sometimes one or each of them, sometimea all of 

them together« 

In such a situation it was refreshing to read the work 

of the late Tjokroaminoto "Islam and socialism; and the work 

of Bung Karno was Bven more inspiring when at the age of 25 

in 1926 he wrote In the publication of the Bandung Study- 

Club "suluh Indonesia Muda" /Torch of Young Indonesia/ an 

article entitled "Nationalism, Islaraism and Marxism"5. 

The basic aideas of Bung Karno were« 

First, that based on the teachings of Renan,, Kaut sky, 

Otto Bauer about nationalism, and reflected in. the manner 

in which the struggle in India was organized under Mahatma 

Gandhi, Maulana Mohamad Ali» Sjaukat Ali* Gopala Krishna Go« 

khale, O.K. Das and Prof. Yas'wani, and also   by studying 

the aims and movement of Sun Y&t Sen in China* Indonesian 

nationalism must be able to unify itself with Islam and Marx« 

i sm» 

Second, that baaed on the teachings of Mohamad Abduh,and 

Seyid Dj&ss&ludin El Afghani who planted the seeds of nationa- 
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lisia as advanced by Arab! Pasha, Mustafa K&mil» Mohamad Pa« 

rid Bey, Aly Pasha, Mohamad Ali end Sjaukat Ali, In addition 

to the prohibition of rib& ßiBWT-yJ  by the Koran and the 

recommendations for socialism and democracy, islam in Indo- 

nesia must be able to be tinified with Nationalism and Marx» 

ism. 

Thlr-dj that based on the teachings of Marx-Engels, Fer- 

dinand Lassalles Blanqui, Sismondi and Thompson, added to 

the fact that; Indonesian Nationalism and. Islam in Indonesia 

were political .and religious movements which were 

suppressed» Marxism in'Indonesia musst be able to      join 

with Sationaliss! and Islam* 

It was that article which for the first time stressed 

the difference between historical materialism and philoso« 

pical materialism. If philosophical materialise advances the 

question of relationship between "mind and matter" which in-*- 

deed touches the existence or» non-existence of God, Bung 

A.srn.0 cieariy expounded that he adopted as^stesting point 

the theory of historical materialise,which tries to explain ' 

the development of history» to study the relationship be*» 

tween the ways and B^rnier of production during a certain pe« 

riod and the way of thinking during that same period of time, 

Bung Kerno statedt 

"We must differentiate        Historical Materialism 
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from Philosophical Materialism; we must remember that the 

meaning of "Historical Materialism is different frora the mean«, 

ing of Philosophical Materialism.   Philosophical Materialism 

derives its meaning from the question? what is the relation- 

ship between mind (thinking) and matter (material), how the 

mind has come about* Historical Materialise gives the ans- 

were to the questions what is the reason   for the mind to 

behave such arid so in a certain period; philosophical mate- 

rialism queries the existence of isind, while historical ma- 

terialism studies the development of wind» Philosophical 

materialism iß philosophical, historical materialism is his- 

torical* 

"The opponents to Marxism in Europe* particularly the 

church group, interchange these t«o ideas and often Mix them 

up* In their anti-Marxist propaganda they endeavor consis« 

tently to create a misunderstanding of the     two diffe« 

rout ideas;   they continuously"contend that the Marxists are 

groups of people who advance that mind is only a product of 

the brains, as saliva from the mouth and gall from the 

spleen; they consistently create the impression that the 

Marxists e.re people who worship worldly goods, people who 

worship material things» 

That was the cause of the hatred of the Marxists for 

the church« The friction increased,  becsxne  more violent, 
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while the church used religion, to protect capitalisms) used 

religion to       defend the interest of the upper class» 

used religion, to conduct ferj  reactionary politics« 

And the hatred for the religious group* caused by the 

reactionary attitude of the church* h&ve  bee» directed by the 

Marxists toward the Islam group whose attitude is entirely 

different from the attitude of the church in Europe» Here 

Islam is the religion of un-free peoplej hers Islam is the 

religion of the lower classes." 

Bung Karno thus enäe&vored to lay the 'foundation and the 

sjatixasis for the tbr-e© political streams in Indonesia* 

f» Marh&enißui, 

Bimg K&rno's synthesis is brilliant and courageous» The 

synthesis A, tiot  only the fruits of the deep thoughts of a 

fighter who   was determined to gain unity* but it was also 

the result of the 1926-192? situation itself» 

During the years of 192.6-192? reaction ye a chad Its peak« 

But during those ye are the forces of revolution also reached, 

its highest point* It cotild be said that particularly because 

th©' forces of revolution increased* the forces of reaction 

were being prepared. 

What was those years of 19 2 6 ~ 19 2 71? 

It was then that the International Democratic Congress 

met In Biewille whar-e the Ir&domesian Association»   an 
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association of our- students in Holland, worked together with 

international socialists * 

It was then that the Liga Congress against colonial sub» 

jtsg&tion'met in Brussels where students from all over Asia 

met with the international progressive movements» 

It was then that Hatte »et with Semaun at which time 

the Communists declared themselves prepared to work closely 

with the nationalists under1 the leadership of  the Indonesian 

Association. 

It was then that the revolutionary people3® 'movement 

began to march forward. 

But It was also then that colonialism struck end sup«» 

pressed the movements   for freedom.«, 

In Indonesia, a heavy blow fell on P.K.I.; S.I« was ob- 

structed; in Holland,* our youth Hatta, Ali Sastroamidjojo 

' and Nazir Pamcmtjak were Indicted» 

And it was in ths midst of such a situation that Bung 

Karno arrived at the above synthesis* meant to secure and 

continue ;to pursue  alms for freedom, democracy and social- 

ism* On it July 1927* in the midst of the thunder of reaction 

P«N.t. /Indonesian Nationalist Party/ ^&s established under 

the leadership of Bung Karno, Mr« Iskaq» Dr« Samsi, Mr, Bu- 

diarto» Mr«. Sartono, Mr, Sunerio and Engineer Anwari« 

'ihat Benda and Ruth MoVey said about the years 1926« 
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1927 truly fits the situation when they described it as "a 

decisive turning point", because: 

1, the Dutch ethical policy with, regard fco Indonesia 

failed,. 

2, the right-wing in the Ketherls.nds-=Indies government 

got the upper hand. 

3* the left-wing nationalist movement ease into the 

scene» 

The result of all the above has been that during the 

years of 1929» 193Ü-* 19ihi and since our Proclamation [of 

Independence in 19i|5?" until this day a political association 

or a political compromise between the Indonesian nationalists 

ana the Dutch colonialists is not possible* 

Tf we study the writings of our leaders closely today 

end look into their- speeches, we can see- the deep influence 

of the synthesis of Marxisra.» Nationalism and Islam. The etas« 

racier remains socialistic, nationalistic end revolutionary« 

The influence of the writings of Kautsky, particularly 

the one contained in his report entitled "Sozialismus und 

Kolonialpolitik" which wag submitted to the Second Interna- 

tional Congress in 190?» could be seen in the works of our 

leaders* Said report analysed the entire colonial situation 

and separated "Arbeitskolonien" /Tabor colonies/ (colonies 

to which surplus labor is moved) £rom(tAusbeutungs~kolonien" 
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(colonies for exploitation), which in turn was sub-divided 

into wAusbeutungs-kolonien alten Stilß" (old style colo- 

nies for commercial capital) and' "Auebeutungs-kolonien 

neuen Stils" (new style colonies for markets of industrial 

products and for capital investments). 

The guidance given by Kautsky for gathering forces and 

for mass action in. his book entitled riDer Weg gor- Macht" 

£§he Road"to ferner/  also became a valuable manual for our 

leaders during that time« 

Particular the works•■ of Bung K&rno, in "Suluh'Indone- 

sia Muda", in several issues of the magasine "Pikiran Rak> 

1at!i /People's Thoughts/» in his court defense "Indonesia 

Accuses"s  and     his article "Towards Indonesian Indepen- 

dence" which      resulted in his ft»Iie to Flores, show 

clearly the influences of the above. 

It could also be noticed in the writings of Bung Hatta, 

Sjahrir, Ali S&stroamidjojo» Sartono, Sirseandi and others in 

the magazines "Daulat Rakjatss /Sovereign People/* "Suluh 

Indonesia Muds*% etc. Yss, it could be observed in the book« 

let entitled Kamus Marhaeis /Marhaen Dictionary* written by 

Mr, Doel Arnowo who because of it was forced to retire within 

the four walls of the lall'for 15 months. 

All the aims of independence■and for social justice 

fox' all are- put together by Bung Karno in the term 
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MMarhaenisraMj Marhaen is the name of a farmer whom Bung Kar*» 

no met in South Bandung and whose name Is used, as a symbol 

and es a collective noun for the people of Indonesia who., 

without regard of religion or political color.* became vie» 

tlFiS of colonialism» In this connections, colonialism is like 

an offspring of the system of imperialism, whiles imperialism 

is the highest fena of  capitalisms 

According to Bung  Karno, by using the teachings of Marx 

as a work method, the Indonesian society "im groszen Gänsen" 

/in its entirefcj7 will no longer have layers of classes of 

its own nationality, in general? the people have already 

been proletarianiseci or equally reduced to &n  inferior posi- 

tion. Unlike Karl MBVXt  findings regarding the people of 

Western Europe who experienced an industrial revolution, and 

whose capitalistic system brought about the labor class 

called the proletariat * in Indonesia Bung Karno ar-rived &t 

the conclusion that not only the class of labor (the prole- 

tariat) suffered;» but also the other» groups* such as the far- 

mers, the traders* the fishermen» civil servants» religious 

teachers,    suffered from  poverty and.  misery8 

Because of it, the call of.Bung Xarno wass not class 

struggle among otar own people., but national unity to fight 

the Dutch colonial system,. In the final analysis, class 

struggle in Indonesia was the same as racial struggle» For 
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that reason« for Bung Karno the cry was not;"Proletariat of 

the World, unite i% but: "Marhaenists of Indonesia, unite 1" 

Louis Fischer-, an American author, once compared Mar- 

h&enism with .Smith-isra in American society because the nems 

Süttifch is a common name for covxmon  people; and if B\m%  Karno 

did not tefce a walk in. South Bandung but here in Malang and 

wet Pak Kromo or ps.k Baknt,, he might have called it Kronio« 

ism or Bakatisnu 

If we wish to follow the teachings of Marhaenism from 

the inventor      himself, it would be best tc note the 

resolutions of the Partindo /groat Indonesia Party/ 

Congress in Ma tarsia in 1933, regarding Marhaen and Mar- 

hsenlsm, It stated: 

1. Marhaenism is socio-ttationallsre and socio-democracy» 

2o Marhaen ±B  the Indonesian proletariat^ the 

poverty-stricken Indonesian farmer and 

the other members  of poverty-stricken groups of In- 

j"i r~>, ->r\ ,c>. <r- -i   «a 
V -. -.„- ,v A V-" O ,i. ■£.<, o 

3o   Partindo uses the word Marhaen, and not the term, pro- 

letariat^ because the word proletariat is already 

included in the word Marhaen,, and because the term 

proletariat might exclude the farmers and other 

poverty-stricken groups«, 

to because Partindo Is convinced thet In its struggle 
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the other group,?» who also suffer from poverty must 

be made part of It, therefore Partindo makes use of 

the word Marhaen«, 

5. In  the Marbeen struggle, Partindo is convinced that- 

the members of the proletariat will take aii Impor- 

tant part, 

6» M&rh&enism is the a Iss which desires the establish*» 

'; •■   nsent .of a society end of a country which, in all its 

facets will secure the position of the Marhaexu 

?♦ M&rhaenism is also the mode of struggle to achieve 

such structure of society and of the country, and 

because of it, the mode of struggle must be revolu- 

tionary. 

8« Thus, M&rh&enism Is *» mode of struggle and an aim 

to wipe out capitalism and imperialism« 

9« A. Marhaenist is an Indonesian national who applies 

Marhasnism« 

Thus the nine principles of Marh en and Marhaenism as 

resolved by the Partindo Conference in 1933» 

n.k  un bon entendeur, un derai mot suffit" a French, say» 

ing goes.» meaning that for ■ a good listenert  half a word 

suffices» And for such a good listeners the 9 principles 

show that Marhaer>isM is Socialism which uses Marxism as a 

method to analyse the Indonesian society«, 
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Because In the last few years Bung Karno noticed some 

discrepancies in the interpretation of the terras Marhaenism* 

Ms.rhaen and M&rhaenistic,, he stressed once again the meaning 

of those terms in his message to the National Indonesian 

Student Congress, in Tawangraangu in February 1.959« Among 

others» the message stated! 

"To me, the aim of Marhaenism is the only aim which is 

in concord with the movement of the people of Indonesia ." 

"Its formulation is as follows: 

1. Marhaenism is an aim* which desires a structure of 

society and of country which in all facets secure 

the Marh&ens, 

2* Marhaenism is a method of struggle which revolution- 

ary and which is in concord with the characteristics 

of the Marhaen in general* 
concurrently 

3* Marhaenism is therefore^an aim and a method of 

struggle towards the abolishment of capitalism» im« 

perialism and cololialisnu 

"On the positive side» therefore, I also call Marhaen« 

ism so cio-nat tonal/ism and socio-democracyi because the- na- 

tionalism of the Marhaenist contains social consciousness 

and because the democracy of the Marhaenist also contains 

social consciousness« 

nknd  whom do I call Marhaenist? 
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"Marhaenists are those who take part in our struggle 

and who are national patriots; 

who organise the Trillions of Marnaenists, and 

who, jointly, with the potentials of the Msrbasn masses 

drives forward to overthrow the system, of capitalism» 

imperialism, and colon!.©lism* and 

who4 jointly?   with the Marhaen masses exert considera- 

ble efforts to develop Country and 

Society for the achievement of strength» tranquillty, 

justice and propserity, 

"The essence is that the Marhaenlst Is each and every 

one who follows Merhaenisai as T have expounded earlier. 

"Remember I Eeeh Msrhaenist fights for the Marhaenists 

and jointly with the Marhaenistsi" 

Thus the Message of Bung X&rno. 

If we look deeper into It* it is reasonable to conclude 

that Marhaeniem is Marxism which is applied in accordance 

with the conditions in Indonesia itself«, 

Bung Karno has often stressed that one could not under- 

stand Marheenistu  If.   one does not study and understand 

Marxism, The feet that Bung Karno often stated that he is 

a Marxist, I have shown from several of his statements« Dr» 

Tjipto MangunkusaniOj writing in Hong po ^Chinese »Indorse si an 

newspaper/ about Bang Karno in 19l|l> stated that Marxism 
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"consuming the soul of Sukarno", Immediately Bung K&mo 

plied to that article .in the same year of 19hrl in the daily 

sandangan /j3pinion7s 

MI wish to express my gratitude for the honor» which 

-. Tjipto Manguiikuaurao showered upon me. It is indeed true I" 

And. Bung Karoo in his article entitled "Sukarno, by «,. 

ikarno himself in the daily Femandangsn In 19l|l wrote: 

"And I ask you» sir; Do you know the outlines of the 

lukamo Brandf ? 

"There are people, who say that Sukarno is a nationalist; 

;hers say Sukarno is not a nationalist» but Islam; still o- 

s,er people say t-hat he. is neither nationalist nor Islam, 

it a Marxist; and others say that he is, not a nationalist* 

>t Islam* not a Marxist, but that he has his own ideas. 

je latter group say: if ho was a nationalist, he does not 

p*ee with, what is usually called nationalisms as Islam, he 

cpresses ideas which are not In concord with the ideas of 

my Islams j and as- a Marxist . „., he prays 1 and he could 

>t  be called not a Marxist, because he is *crazy* about 

srxlsrai 

"It is best that I submit to you, sir, how .«.. Sukarno 

■u What Sukarno is! Nationalist?       Islam? Marxist? 

sar readers, Sukarno Is ,.... a mixture of all the isras 
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By admitting himself as such, he repeated it again in 

19i|-7 in his book entitled wSarinah,f, when he wrote: 

nln  ray political aims* 

I am a nationalist, 

in my social aims, 

I am a. socialist, 

in my social ,/ß-ixiJ  aims* 

I am a the1st» 

Believing entirely in God, 

I serve, totally, God»** 

:      ■ ■ With It, in the final analysis, he made his'1926 

synthesis his cim flesh and soul» Psychologically, it can. be 

explained that again, based on the condition of the Indons« 

sian society in the years 1920-1926, Bung Karno stressed the 

necessity for such a synthesis» Life in jail and in exile 

encouraged him to personify that synthesis. And when the re- 

volution began, on 1? August 194-5% the synthesis was revived 

in the form of Pantj&Sila /five  Principles/» a unifying i» 

. dsology for all of the people of Indonesia» 

Because of it,, a conclusion based 

on historical interpretation could he drawn that the. philo- 

sophy of Pantja Slla is a philosophy based on the facts in 

society$ it is also based on science, science for the good 

of the people«. Revolutionary science for- i'evolutionarj 
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harity for- alii And  revolutionary In the definitive sense 

f combatting the sources of poverty and exploitation in this 

•orldj i,e» capitalism and imperialism» And there must be no 

onfusion In the; semantics of these terms; or there must be 

.0 efforts made to confuse the semantics« 

At.present* during the social^economlc phase of our re» 

'olution which he /Bung Karno/ expounded in his speech on 

.7 August 1957» this synthesis was emphasized in his ideas 

.bout Socialism a la Indonesia by way of guided Democracy 

,nd guided Eeoncuny,, 

In relationship to the development of socialist aspira- 

■ions« the speech of Bung Hatta in Peking in 195? is note- 

'orthy, He stated: 

"Marxism as a social »-economic theory - a scientific 

heory - is used by non-coimsxmists   in Indonesia to analyse 

octal developments* 

"'Three objective factors have strengthened socialist 

deals in Indonesia^ namely: 

a, Marxism., 

b„ Islamic religion.» 

c. the old social p&ttorn of Indonesia"* 

It is not exaggerated to conclude that the history 

f the development of socialist aspirations in Indonesia 
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has been an extension and improvement of old ideals» and 

that it truly reflects the pledge of the suffering of the 

people,, 

VII. Implementation of socialism today* 

During the phase of implementation of ones aspirations, 

one must face realities? "Das Sollen" /the shall be7 faces 

*"das Sein" /the being?»  Even raor-e go with regard, to social» 

is t":,aspirations in Indonesia« 

It is necessary for us to know in the first place' the 

historical background of those aspirations in Indonesia« I 

hope the elaborate historical background I have 

just submitted can give        some lead to you In gene- 

ral,, and in particular to you who study science   at the U- 

niversity of Malang. 

The phese'for implementation needs a strong theoretical 

foundation; also strong cadres who possess end control such 

theoretical foundation* Those cadres should be formed from 

among our institutions for higher learnings. 

Hext to a theoretical foundation, organisation and faci- 

lities for the implementation are needed. And it is clear 

from the speeches of our President/ that all of us must give 

our service to it. But we must realize that such, service 

•should not take an amorphous character; we must he able to 

give such services and facilities a concrete form. 
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Our 19i-l5 Constitution can be used as a structural basis 

for the Implementation of our aspirations; also as a spirit- 

ual basis? the 194S Constitution as decreed by the President/ 

Commander-in-Chief on > July 1959*with the emphasis on the 

position of the Djakarta Charter, tseets all the requirements 

in accordance with'the Pledge of the Suffering of the People. 

The People's Consultative Congress, composed of the 

members of parliament and representatives of the functional 

groups end of the areas; the Office of the President» res- 

ponsible to the M.P,R. /People's Consultative Congress/; 

the Cabinet Ministers assisting the President; the Body of 

Parliament working with the president and his assistants In 

the field of legislation; the D.P*A. /Supreme Advisory Coun- 

cil/ rendering advice to the President and to the Govern- 

ment j the Body of Depernas /National Planning Council/ for 
complete 

detailed and over«all planning! all those constitute theAor- 

ganization of the State for the realisation of socialism a 

la Indonesia, he, socialism based on the teachings of Pan» 

tja Sila, In which our principle of social justice is so- 

cialism based on Godliness» Humanitär I ani sai* 

Nationalism and Democracy, and in which our Democracy Is 

a Democracy of Godliness, Humanitarian, Nationalistic and 

of Social justice. 

Next to theoretical foundation and organization, con-» 
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centration of the People's energy Is needed. This Is necessa- 

ry because In order to develop socialism In an under-devel~ 

oped and tin-lndustrialised economy* and In which we are una* 

nfmously Intend not to depend entirely upon foreign Invest- 

ment while collective national capital is still to be mobi- 

lized, the question of the energy of the people Is an impor- 

tant problem» Onto this then we are now concentrating all 

our thoughts and energy. 

The decrees of our president issued in Augusts Septem- 

ber and October 1945 In fact contain several      sound 

bases for the concentration of the People's energy, parti- 

cularly the Decree calling for the formation of the Natio- 

nal Indonesian Committee and the National Indonesian Party 

every where as the seed for a vanguard party on a State per» 

tv 

The developments since November 19^5,* with the Manifes- 

to of 1 November 1945 and the Announcement of the Vice-Pre- 

sident of 3 November I9i|5\» created a situation in the Peo- 

ple's movement which we have experienced lately, l0e3 a 

libenalistic multi-party system» While it has already be- 

come "cororaunis opinio" /general opinion/ to surrender our 

system of parties and to afford a place for functional 

groups In several of the organlEatlons of the state, we see 

that the architects of socialism '&  la Indonesia are now 
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busily occupied with the formation of M. ir • K,! UB ople!s Con« 

sultative Congre ssjt   the Nat 3 onal Front and Leg! slation on 

the Genera al Ilee •tions, a. "ten hav ing e s t- ah 11 s shed the Mutual 

Cooperation pari 

Mow« awaitI ng 17 August, we are a 13 . expect! ng the re» 

suit of the work of the National Planning Council of which 

'the blue-print will constitute the "seors"      for the 

music of socialism \  la. Indonesia which will be the guidance 

for the conductor» and for- all the musicians« 

For that reasJon_* I would like to suggest to those who 

wish to study further and deeper the problem of socialism a 

la Indonesia to look into the coining work of the National 

Planning Council. The result of the work of the National 

Planning Council is still to be discussed and to he submit- 

ted to the M.P.R. for .approval, so that the nature of Indo- 

nesian Democracy will not be ignored„ 

The present situation* difficult and burdensome for the 

daily life of the people because of our efforts to fight In» 

flation and deficits in our budget, because of the uprisings 

and foreign subversive activities, should not he identified 

with socialism e la Indonesia, The realization of socialism 

as such indeed creates open as well as covered opposition, 

particularly from anti-socialistic quarters» It is not the 

intention of this general lecture to go deeper into this 
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matter« 

A general, lecture on the        ''development of go« 

clallstic aspirations in Indonesia* should be limited, to 

point, 

VIII. Conclusion« 

Allow me to conclude this lecture« I &m.  convinced that 

this lecture^ is not complete» Fox* example, I have not gone 

into the development of socialism during the years of 19l|5~ 

I9lf8-1952. 

Recently, the Oxford University Press published a book 

by Saul Rose entitled "Socialism in Southern-Asia" under the 

• auspices of ths "Royal Institute of Intern»]. Affairs". This 

book endeavors to advance the socialism of the Socialist 

Parties in Asia included in the Asian Social Conference as 

the only kind of socialism in Southeast Asia and particular- 

ly in Indonesia» with complete disregard cr ignorance of 

the Influence and role of Marxism» Nationalism and Islam 

which are factors of social-economic conscience« The publi- 

cation of the book is indeed to he deplored« 

I also realize that the number of books I mentioned -** 

and which I suggest to be read by our students ■*«• is too 

large« it is far from me to make you fill up 

your brains only with what I know of sciencea 

If I can at least arise the curiosity of our young ge« 



neration to pursue the study of science more diligently by 

mentioning those books, I will be very happyj let your time 

or my  time not be wasted at present* In the final analysis, 

what a University can teach the students is the same as 

what in the beginning is taught to the pupils of B   low grade 

school by Its teachers, i«e. to teach how to listen and how 

Learning to listen and learning to read should have 

been the encouragement for all of yon when you enter the 

classes of Higher Learnings<> Learning to listen to people 

•who know and who personally experienced the suffering of the 

People, and learning to read the right books. This is impor- 

tant, because it is bad for the students to     learn to 

read sbout socialism not from the sources of socialism it- 

self but from "intermediaries"* aad worse even when those 

"intermediaries" are anti-socialism-. 

You have to study directly, from its sources» 

Latert   than* what we have studied must be used in ser«* 

ving our nation and society; for the State and for socialist 

aspirationss   es a redemption by our generation for the 

Pledge of Suffering of the past generation» 

In the meantime, I request your indulgence for any 

shortcomings in this general lecture» In particular, I ask 

for the Indulgence of the teachers for not mentioning the 
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neration to pursue the study of science more diligently by 

mentioning those books, I will be very happy} let your time 

or vny time not be wasted at present. In. the final analysis, 

ivhafc e University cart teach the students is the same as 

what in the beginning is taught to the pupils of s low grade 

school by its teachers, i*e» to teach how to listen and how 

to read«, 

Learning to listen and learning to read should hare 

been the encouragement for all of you when you enter the 

classes of Higher Learnings» Learning to listen to people 

who know and who personally experienced the suffering of the 

People« and learning to read the right books», This is import 

tanfj Decause it is bad for the students to     learn to 

read about socialism not from the sources of socialism it- 

self but from "intermediaries", and worse even when those 

"intermediaries" are anti"*soeialisRu 

You have to stxicly directly9 from its sources» ' 

Later, then* what we hare studied must be used in ser- 

ving our nation and society; for the State and for socialist 

aspirations, as e redemption by our generation for the 

Pledge of Suffering of the past generation* 

In the  meantime, I request your indulgence for any 

shortcomings in this general lecture„ In particular, I ask 

for the indulgence of the teachers for not mentioning the 
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•works of M*. j. ßierens de Haan, Prof. DP, P. J. Bouman, 

Mar,: Weberf August Coate, L.V. Wiese, Steinmetz Hobbes, ■ 

öume, «.p. Himkoff, w.p. Ogoura and others Lhlch are usually 

mentioned In relationship with, studies on the problems of 

social science, 

The reason for it was that I have found that those works 

are .not the sources of knowledge wh-t^h **»-fn„Ä«„« ~ J 
., the development ot-'™Vj"a&  wh*eh licence and. encou- 

rage Athe aspirations and aovement of socialism in Indonesia, 

Speaking about your books, since 2.926/192? all Marxist 

literature by Snaevliet waa prohibited in Indonesia by the 

Netherlands-Indies Government. Wiat.lwA been imported into 

Indonesia between the years 1927 and 193I4. were books pu- 

bliahed by the S.D.A.P. ZSoeial-Demoeractie Labor Party in 

HoliaM?; and during the period when the left-wing aoeio- 

natlonalist_ movement was Incessantly auppreasad, socialist 

literature which could enter Indonesia went Illegally through 

libraries such as lsK>rrd RAr.ir*h,-vr« **, /•<„,,« ?.- «w a^iai uocKBiiup in frang heputran, Suraba- 

ja, and disguised" publications such as "Uiver" ßtor)tf,  the ' 

name of a Dutch airplane which crashed in 1935* 

During the Japanese time from 19-Lu? until 19^5, the re- 

ffiainlng books on Socialism were burned. 

Therefore, it can. be understood that our youth, whose 

formative years covered the period from 193$ to 19^, does 

not know the Immediate sources of socialism unlike our ge- 
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ner-atlon whose formative years were between 1917 and 1937« 

Today*    our youths live in an era in which the 

Sources £6f  studjf/ once again flow into Indonesia, It now 

even flows from two quarters which are engaged in a cold war- 

to gain influence over Indonesia, I would like to stress to 

you: do not fear the flow of those sources. 

Indeed., Indonesia today Is in its transition period and 

often oxm  voices sound attractive and melodious to hear so 

that the people begin to doubt its on the other hand, our 

voices some times sound loud and rough to the outside world 

that it often creates doubt about our good intentions« 

Evenaores so with regard to the question of CJSDEK, Poli- 

tical Manifesto and others« 1 hope» however, that you will 

not lose your perspective when you listen to those sounds« 

We must ffißintain the faith In ourselves in whatever situa- 

tion* Our situation is difficult, but it is not "hopeless". 

Recently, a visitor to Indonesia who anonymously wrote 

a book entitled ?*Dia Front der Farbigen" /German - probably 

Mfhe Front of color-sfj said: 

"The political struggle in and around Indonesia conti- 

nues., The Republic is yet no more than a young State in &«• 

sis, but tomorrow it will already be a world power« No- 

one can predict who will lead, the released growing fore© of 

SOmiilion people and whither it will be led. It is like the 
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strength of an untamed tiger which at long last has broken 

loose from Its cage and which roar now cars be heard in all 

of Asia." 

The above truly touches our heart, Obviously» It Is as 

Veth stated: "The biger~like spirit of the Indonesians which 

has been put to slumber because of the tranquillizing medicine 

of colonialism has now arisen again"« Its rise has shaken 

those who wish that the tiger remains asleep« 

I now cell on you: 

Rise! 

With science,, to serve! 

•for Socialism a la Indonesia! 

for Psntje Slls. I 

for Guided Democracy! 

Make those who oppose freedom and justice * enemies of 

Pant ja Si la and Socialism a la Indonesia«, shudder 1 
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JPRS: 5581 

THE mm  OF CULTURE 

IK ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

... . ./Following is the full translation of an 
article' hf S&Tlno  Mangunpranoto entitled 
wFungsi Kebudajaan delam Pembangunan Eko« 

■ ' nomi" (E»gllsh version above) In the week« 
•If MlMkit J&donesjyi {Indonesian Tribune, 

"'Volt XIV, Mo 30, 23 July i960, pp 14-15; 
Vol X17, No 31, 30 July i960, pp 13-14 & 30; 
Vol XIV, 2?o 32, 6 .Hue;, i960, p» 12-13 and 
*9.s7 

(1> Introchactlon, 

The role of education and. educator in cultural devel- 

opment constitute one of the programs iß the cultural sym- 

posium today, if I'am not mistaken, the Cultural Congress 

conductor! by B,M.K„N. /possibly Consultative Body for Cul- 

tural Affairs/ at present adopts the basic theme? "Role of 

culture In economic development"* 1 remember that in the 

Cultural Congress In 1950 at'Magelang, the relationship be- 

tween economy and culture was once submitted by Prof. Soe- 

narjo Kolopaking» It seems that at. that time the urgency of 

said problem was not yet felt» 

If today the problem of economic problem is to be the 

basic them©,s where is then the causative relationship be- 

tween the two! la It to be connected with the political ma- 
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nifesto of Bung Kar no with its ÜSDEK spirit, or is it to be 

directly related   with over-all development of which, the 

blue-print is now being drawn by Depernas /National Plan- 

ning Councij/, ' 

Also» this problem is being discussed at this time in 

the form of a symposium with the framework of the course of 

the National Cultural Congress.-Then, is it only to be a 

"scientific speech" in accordance with the nature of a sym- 

posiurn, or are we going to adopt a resolution in concord 

with the purpose of the Congress? What is the background of 

the idea to relate the Tole of culture to economic develop« 

tnent which must be particularly directed towards the domes- 

tic situation at this time? 

During tho Congress in Solo in 19^., an interpretation 

was accepted that culture is constituted of 3 (three) ele- 

ments of activities in the life of man, i.e. Science, Phi- 

losophy and Art. In which group are education and educator 

in the field of cultural development to be included, and 

particularly its role in relationship to economic develop« 

raent? Is it to be included in science or in philosophy? 

I submitted the above problems as questions which have 

not to be answered or explained. It is meant to give an idea 

of the thesis to he faced* In this case, I relate 

the role of education and educator with over-all development, 
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Consequently, It is not far separated from the political aa» 

nifesto, not far separated from the purpose of ÜSD.EK and 

possible not widely separated from the over-all blueprint 

being drawn up by Depernss. As a matter of fact, the role of 

education and educator constitute the staging base 

for the implementation of it all, Therefore, farther expla- 

nation stell not go too deep into the question of education 

as &   science but more   in  the light of philosophy, 

(2), What Is over-all development? 

Over-all development is expected to bring about man's 

laoor to achieve a balance between physical and spiritual 

desires. Therefore, it hopes not only to achieve "material 

values« but also "spiritual values«. Both are to be equally 

and concurrently achieved, 

(I) In the explanatory message of the president to the 

special meeting of Depernao ix^ Bandung on 9 January i960, It 

was, among others, stated; 1, ..... ln  01.der th&fc we can mrl 

on a step~by~step development so that by such stet>~-by-3tet> 

development we can achieve finally what I advanced to the 

National Planning Council, i.e. a just and prosperous socle» 

ty, or by another name, socialism Ä la Indonesia, ?. e8.,s„ 

the Indonesian socialist society contains basic elements, as 

follows: 

First: guarantee sufficient food, clothing and housin« 
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appropriate for the citizens so that they shall not conti- 

nuously live in fear in facing the day of tomorrow. 

Second: guarantee every citizen the maintenance of 

health and education so that they shall not suffer and so 

that they shall be skilled to meet their rights and respon» 

sibil.itleg to their country« 

Third: guarantee the old-age of every citisen, so that 

they shall not live in fear and p srty when they are no 

longer able to make a living,, 

Fourths guarantee every citizen that they can enjoy end 

develop their culture and improve their spiritual life, so 

that not only their physical life is cared for, but also the 

spiritual life of every citizen« 

Fifths guarantee that the Indonesian nation shall be fe- 

hle to contribute to the improvement of the welfare of man- 

kind ft 

(II) In another part of his wie33age» the President ad«» 

trancedt The largest capital for every development is 

man's energy and -man's mind* The People of Indo- 

nesia in the most trying times have proven their ability to 

overcome their problems, so that our faith is great enough 

that the Indonesian people will be able to face the problems 

of over—all development» even, more so because we passes na- 

tural factors which are beneficial. Our weakness is in the 
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problem of experts» Consequently, this fact demands our 

fullest and since rest, attention« Registration and utilization 

of experts must be carried out as soon as possible« 

(III) The President continued his message on "over-all 

planning'* as follows; 

"Over-all Planning" is not only limited to the task of 

economic planningj ©verfall planning in all fields in accor- 

dance with what I have often stated that our revolution is 

a raulti*» complex r evolution,is with five facets* i.e. political 

revolutions social-economic revolution, cultural revolution, 

mental revolution, human revolution* 

"Now then, 1 ask that this he achieved in the end by 
yo u 

Depemas. Within these five facets, I do not &skAto only 

draft the social-economic plan» No, I ask you to draft a 

sfcep«by-step planning to achieve socialism \  la Indonesia« 

"Socialism does not only mean economic socialism; so- 

cialism does not only mean that everyone can eat and drink 

and can have a horns, No» Socialism is a. conception which in«» 

eludes' all fields of the human, life, economic as well as po- 

litical, cultural, and mental? I even continue the line as - 

far as man as human beings« ».,..»*»in the field of mind 

of men »,««.j You must not forgot to include this; in this 

mental fields for example, all people of Indonesia must be 

inspired by pant ja Si la, because Pantjs. Sila is the eraana™ 
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tion of the idea of Indonesian, socialism,1' 

If we study the message of the President closely, we 

can see clearly that over-all development Is a revolution in 

Itself which moves concurrently in five field, ice, 

I. field of politics 

II. economic-social field 

III. cultural field 

IV. "mental field 

V. in the field of men themselves. 

In his message, the President stressed that the largest 

capital for every development Is man's energy and man's 

mind» 

Still in another part of his message* he advanced that 

a socialistic society In Indonesia must guarantee education 

for every citizen. It is also hoped that there shall be gua- 

rantees that every citizen shall be able to develop 

culture* Thus it is clesr that In over-all development the 

human element is not only to be the object but also to be the 

subject» 

In this case, the improvement of the Individual» his 

mental being, his senses, his behaviour* etc. has become the 

basic problem. He is the greatest capital, the developer of 

politics; he is the social-economic and the cultural execu- 

tor. As such and as an Individual he must have genius; as 



a personality he must have a feeling for culture; as an In- 

dividual he must have the ability to work, as a member of a 

nation he must have character' and as a human being he must 

be civilized» 

(3)* What is education? 

Education is a right of a leather and father to bring 

up their off-spring as a consequence of "multiplication" ' 

requirements of the purpose of life. The understanding of 

bringing up varies according to the nature and personality 

of the parents* Basically," the rearing of ones child is di- 

rected toward the realisation of ones individuality or per» 

sanality0 

Man, as a social creation (a social Being, according to 

Rousseau) is Influence by his surroundings (ralllieu) 

which bring, one individual closer to another, or one indivi- 

dual closer to &  group or- his society« Here emerges recipro- 

cal life between Individuals and society, and the influence 

of society upon man, A group of individuals forming a so- 

ciety come closer together because of the equal norms of 

life* Finally, a society of one people Is established which 

no longer reflects the gathering of many individuals but a' 

unit which is nationality» 

The right of parents to educate their off-spring Is 

limited only to the structure of the household. 
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Beyond that, the right to educate Is extended to the nature 

and identity of .the nation» Moreover» when a child becomes 

adult, he or.she Is released tvom  the influence of the- pa~ 

rents and enters society. If as a child one is admon.i3h.ed or 

praised by ones parents, as an adult it is society which 

direct* and evaluates ones character and abilities. Naturally 

the result of the nature and char-acter of the education gi- 

ven by the parents is carried into society» And it is in 

society where ones nature and character1 are compared with, 

others,. It is possible that in society, then» emerges 

the thesis» antithesis and synthesis which* in the final in-» 

stance,   ,       assists in    £orosing the nature and character 

of the nation, in addition to the other' elements such as 

history, tradition, religion and the like«, 

Association with other nations also brings elements of 

life which may carry with it bad on good influences for the 

life of a nation. 

It is the *8tri-con" theory of K.i Had jar Dew&ntoro 

which advances that education is not only an effort to mftld 

the personality of an individual {concentricity), but also 

to shepo the character of a nation (convergency) and to 

nurture and develop the. status of mankind (continuity)« 

In addition to the above, there is another definition 

of Ki S* Mangunsarkor-o which says that education Is the 
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"transfer of culture" from    generation to generation* 

It is clear>   then, that education Is the right of generations 

of nations (continuity) /which carries the nature and charac- 

ter of the nations Individually in the form of culture« The 

personality of the individual is not the particular aim but 

the object of which its nature and character' are derived 

from the nature and character of the nation» Then* it is the 

culture of the nation which must guarantee the height of the 

culture of the individual* 

The late Mangunsarkoro was :a teacher  in people's edu- 

cation and when hs was     the Minister of Education and 

Culturef   the Office for people's Education was established. 

His motto was "of the people, by the people» for the people". 

It is here where the "concentricity principle" of Ki 

Hadjar Dewantoro meets the "continuity principle" of E.i Ma« 

ngunsarkoro. Ore applies  a "fcri-con theory", the other 

a "global method". In the final Instance, the people will 

take the attitude that the two definitions will be recipro» 

eally End concurrently applied by us. 

The two educators definitely wished to mold the perso- 

nality of the individual by an as much as possibly indepen- 

dent and free method (aid system) with the application of 

"tutwuri andajanl" ß)lä  Javanese — "follow with ones own 

strength of convictions"? (following the influence of the 
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surroundings for the good of mankind) of the teachers. 

Thus* there is no compulsion and ths character of the 

child cea develop independently to improve the individual 

lot* It Is to achieve courage and ability to live    to 

bring about a nation's society within the framework of man's 

civilisation* 

According to the above concept, to educate is a "sa- 

creti mission" to bring about something so that the move« 

aents and changes of life can foa achieved towards the good* 

in    accordance with nature's omnipotence« 

The due&tors hold an Important part in implementing It. 

(if)» The role of the educator* 

The meaning of educator is usually limited to teachers 

and schooling only« But it is erery person,who wishes "pro- 

pagation" of his qualities* who must rear his offspring. 

All parents are educators> all people's leadara are e- 

duc&tors, our President is an educator» Oar Ministers are 

educators, our armed forces ©.re educators» the police are 

educators,, arid the civil servants are educators» Indeed $ 

the parents as executors of "propagation" first lay down 

the nature and character of the offspring* while the teacher« 

Is merely the extension« The efforts of the extension is re« 

.fleeted.in the teachings in school« He endeavors to relate 

the life of society with what the child has gainod, frost 
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the home, and in turn he tries to adjust the characteristics 

received from the parents to life in society* A teacher as 

an. indivivual possesses a personality of his own and* con- 

sciously or subconsciously, carries that personality into 

the nature and behaviour of the child. 

The teacher does not always know the home life of each 

child» Association between teacher and parents* usually ih 

meetings or on social level, often creates problems. Often 

* antipodal1* situations emerge from the personality of the 

teacher and of the parents of the pupil« In addition, there 

is the Influence of the playmates of the child and the life 

elements of society» From it all a composition is created 

consisting of various kinds of elements. 

Outside the influences of man upon man, there is. the 

power of nature which brings changes which are "omnipotent". 

In ad.ditions the belief in God carries the influence that 

success or failure of man's aspirations lies in the essence 

of God. Ifsr-e, mail vmst?  whether he is willing or not, be a» 

hie to. adjust tho genius he possesses to nature's omnipo- 

tence ana to the essence of God* Thus, it is not possible 

fox» turn to solely depend on the element of manss genius and. 

to take tho position that only man determines the fate of 

the world« 

the 
Every educator must realise.above principle. If not» 
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in the hope for economic development they will only appraise 

the tangibles» i.ee materialistic progress* considering the 

present economic situation in which material shortages can 

be observed* 

If not careful»    one might fall into the ravine of 

"material worship" and base everything in life on "calcula- 

tion" and lean heavily on inteEectuallsm alone. Material 

things are then worshipped, and the idea arises that this 

world is a place to enjoy forever» There is  great danger 

in that, When material aspirations cannot be achieved; then 

as compensation one enters the field of mysticism which is 

"escaping from the world" and rims away into a hidden world 

with no determined al:rr?« In such a situation,« the educators- 

step forward with modest reasoning.,, spiritual 'and moral 

reasoning and the like« They establish themselves as spirit- 

ual guides who can only draw an abstract idea without taking 

a positive step«, 

In order that the composition as hoped for in the above 

can be the choice melody* each educator must direct his or 

her attention toward the purpose of education« 

Tesc-her as educator: 

The way   for tho teachers to determine their course 

is to follow the basic legislation on Education No. 12 of 

lc)Shf   i»e» !{to mold decent and able people, democractic and 
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responsible citizens» based on the welfare of society and 

country1*. The afore-said is still something abstract. There- 

fore a the Ministry of Education'and Culture is charged with 

the duty to     supply guidance for the implementation of 

it» For that purpose, curricula    from grammar   schools 

to colleges have been established. The present curricula are 

'in accordance with the hopos for our society and are left . 

to society to be evaluated* 

Parents as educatorst 

For parents (-mother and father) as educators, there are 

no better manuals then the character and behaviour1 of the 

parents themselves» Biologically, they are directly related 

to the child* "The law of eugenic# shows efforts to find e 

basis for« the child even though in disguised form» 

In addition, the.condition of life in the household 

can also explain those hidden problems can evaluate for them- 

selves the character, behaviour and ability of the child. 

This must be studied to assist in implementing good educa- 

tional efforts for the offspring* In this case, the teacher 

can be of assistance» If the above cannot give a clear di- 

rective, "modern science" at present can .use the "psycho 

technical test"' which ia used in various large countries« 

The analysis' of the character,, nature and behaviour of 

our youth can assist them In doing the task assigned to them 
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successfully* 

Generally speaking, the achievement of development ef- 

forts, moreover in the field of economy, depends on the per- 

sonality of the individual who brings with him certain skills 

to the task ha faces* Such situation can show the people 
fa 

where each has equal rights and positions The difference is 

only in the duties and responsibilities* depending on the 

individual skill while recognizing leadership« Such is the 

ideal which is in concord with oven-all development for In- 

donesia« 

It is different from the opinion that the success or 

failure of an economic development effort depends on "mo- 

dern techniques" in which the human being constitutes only 

■the operator of machines and in which the human being la- 

bors tmcler mechanical work discipline«, In such a case, the 

educational method is only        directed.towards the 

will to work* In such e. situation, society will be divided 

Into three groups, i»e* 

1» labon group (majority); 

2„   creative group (technicians)j 

3» controlling group of management« 

People's Leaders as educators; 

Leaders of the people as educators can use their own 

basic idealogy. I am convinced that every leaden of the peo- 
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pie certainly hopes for the improvement of the people's lot« 

The implementation of their ideologies» too, would be 

directed toward assisting the people in improving the mate« 

rial, and spiritual life of the people» The people to be 

assisted are naturally those of whom he (the leader) himself 

is part ».The place- or area where those people live is natu- 

rally meant to be the area of the state of those people where 

he /the leader/ resides « 
the 

It is clear that whatever ideology of the party and of 

the people*s leader* it will assist and develop its own na- 

tionals«. Efforts for "formation of power" in order to gain 

a '''position of power" must the culture! values which are al- 

ready deeply rooted and which    have existed as a source 

of ol'viliaation of the people«, I do not understand the peo- 

ple who advance their ideology for the benefit of another 

country and of another- people* with the exception of those 

individualists who want to sell their country for their ov/n 

benefit or for the benefit of their family or their groups, 

or who really want to live in this world as cosmopolitans« 

It is hoped that such Is not the case with the people 

of Indonesia-, 

(5)« Aims of Education. 

Short-term; 
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Education in the sense of nski11 training" does not re- 

quire an extended timo, A  period of from 2 to $  -years would 

suffice. Within a short period, then, the .need for experts 

to implement an economic development program could be met» 

Each program needs calculation» such as a program to build 

a factory.»fcagricultural program,, mining, etc» It can be 

estimated before hand how many people will be nee<2*&so that 

they can be el&sified according to their individual tasksi 

how many engineers, cr&ffc#«m, doctors, etc» could foe esti- 

mated, Then the Universities or training centers can train 

•within a. maximum time of 10 years or less the people needed 

according to the nature of their expertness. Naturally the 

Universities should'be asked to participate in the planning 

and actively utilized.in drawing the blueprints of each phase 

of development» 

'A plan for a factory» for example, 'needs precise cal- 

culations based not only on scientific theories, tout also 

on experiments (comparisons 'with research findings} and also 

based on experiences in completed projects» 

If In this era of independence the people's motto is 

to be that the study of science must be directed toward the 

development of society, then it is natural that the Univer- 

sities must also be made responsible for the problems of 

design and "skill training", just as in the case with the 
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Education in the sense of ''skill training'8 does not re- 

quire an extended time. A  period of from 2 to 5 years would 

suffice. Within a short period, then, the .need for experts 

to implement an economic development program could be  met. 

Each program needs calculation, such as a program to build 

a factory,^agricultural program, mining, ate» .It can be 

estimated before hand how many people will he neecb&so that 

they can be el&eified according to their individual tasks« 

how many engineers, craftmen, doctors* etc. could be esti- 

mated. Then the Universities or training centers can train 

within a. maximum time of 10 years or less the people needed 

according to the nature of their expertness. Naturally the 

Universities should be asked to participate in the planning 

and actively utilised,in drawing the blueprints of each phase 

of d © v© 1 opine nt» 

■A plan for a factory, for example, 'needs precise cal- 

culations based not only on scientific theories, but also 

oa experiments (comparisons with research findings) and also 

based on experiences in completed projects* 

If in this era of independence the people s a  motto is 

to be that the study of science must be directed toward the 

development of society» then it la natural that the Univer- 

sities must also be made responsible for the problems of 

design and "skill training", Just as in the case with the 
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relationship between the universities and the industries in 

the Democratic Republic of Germany. Thus, the function of ths 

universities is not only as a place for the education of 

scientists and as institutions for scientific studiess but 

also, in the realm of the implementation of the political 

manifesto of the Republic of Indonesia, a place to delibe- 

rate and Indirectly participate actively in the execution 

of development programs« 

We must not be afraid to change the old way of think- 

ing about the role of universities and raust not fear to make 

the universities a source of reflection for over-all devel- 

opment. Over-all development planning should not only be 

based on desire and imagination, but it should be really 

based on exact calculation and     consideration on social 

and natural-scientific level, ' 

It Is here that the scientists are'to be mads the ba- 

sis, while the groups of labor and politicians represent 

the consideration of application, ideology and imagination» 

The nature of the scientist and of the working politi- 

cian are indeed different. One group does not sufficiently 

observe the practical factors (very theoretical and too 

scientific), while the other group is too idealistic and 

usually depending on imagination as an expression of what 

is being faced daily in practice« 
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Two of a kind of different natures, oven though oppo- 

sing one another as the nature of water and of firo, could 

be unified if one knows- how to use it. It is necessary that 

3; submit this» because the facts show that whenever  a body 

or institution is formed in connection with development or 

social programs, 'the side of the universities does not re- 

present a subject but only an object with a role in the 

sense of being asked for its advice and opinion only» 

The educational program for the high schools and even 

for the low grade schools must be drawn up in such a way 

that it offers a basis for higher learning    in Accordance 

with the role of universities as a source of positive con» 

sideretion for over»all development» i»e« to educate scien- 

tists 'to execute the work and not merely to theorize (the 

use of knowledge, not the possession of it}» I mention with 

enthusiasm the willingness of the Ministry of Education and 

Culture to work: toward this end. and its desire to change 

and adjust the educational system for the High Schools to 

the demands of the time, while in the low grade schools 

"Sapta usaba tama" /old  Javanese, possibly; "Seven princi- 

pal efforts^"/ MS been started. The number of 

vocational schools has also been increased.- 

It is my opinion* that education» trai- 

ning and culture represent a subject (active) in over-all 
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development and not as some people think just an object 

(subordinate part). Education and culture as a subject is 

hot only valid on a short-term basis* but it is even more 

important for the long-term» 

Long-terms 

Long before the aspirations of a nation can be realized, 

efforts must be made towards that end. With efforts it is • 

usually meant efforts in the form of education« As an exam«* 

pie, before Japan waged war« in Groat East Asia during the 

time of Tenno H*lk&, Japan" already directed its education 

toward Hei Tai San (soldiery) 6o years before,during the 

time of Meiji  Tenno. This could be observed in the physi- 

cal education in the low grade schools until the high schools, 

In this connection, once I obssrvcsd a boat excursion of 

pupils of the Fifth grade to an island. It was not just a 

boat pienle but it was in the nature of an attack on the 

island, so that it became a training for war with the use 

of charts and instructions for the attack, It was remarkable 

that the pupils of the Fifth grade were already trained to 

read maps and establish a course, and also   trained 

in tacties in neutralising the enemy (defenders of the is- ' 

land). 

Education for war preparation was also conducted in 

other fields, particularly in industry. One facet of it 
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which could be observed, was the manufacture of children's 

toys which mostly took the form and nature of weapons of 

war. Of course in other fields of the Industry;, production 

was concentrated on war preparation* Those facts show that 

long before the aspirations could be realised, the creative 

energy of that nation was.concentrated toward that end« Gra- 

dually, the development of the society then followed the 

tttracks":laid down for that purpose* 

After 60 years of preparations i%*ar really broke out in 

Great East Asia In which we were involved and which re- 

sulted in the territory of Indonesia being occupied by the 

Forces of Japan. For three-and-one-half years we could feel 

that the entire conduct and efforts of the Military Govern- 

ment were concentrated for the interest of war« 

We could feel ourselves that the education in the 

schools and also in society was directed toward the final 

victory of Dai Nippon«, And indeed, even though the occupa- 

tion by the Forces of Japan was comparatively short, it had 

a significant Influence upon us. The remnants of it can still 

be felt. The desire for power and the drive to win the upper 

hand, still remain. In this connection, the mentality of 

"over compensation" can be understood» "Sumuhun dawuh" 

/Old  Javanese, meaning "bowing to command^/ from the era of 

Dutch rule changed into the Hei Tal San /soldleryj spirit 
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which is derived from Affiaterasu  /Japanese? meaning unknown?« 

The positive aspects of the above are good while the 

negative side of it is bad« 

Another example Is the era of the Dutch rule when the 

entire educational system was directed for the benefit of 

the overlords. The Dutch,who since the .time of the V.O.C. 

/Vereenigde Oost-Indlsctie Comptginifc — Associated East-In- 

dies Comparer/ (l6o2) had coiamercial contacts with the K1ni?s 

in Indonesia, gradually wanted to establish  a colonial 

government». In order to accelerate their efforts to gain 

power, they opened native schools, the purpose of which was 

merely to meet the need for administrative personnel for 

their government,> 

With the center of management in their hands, they 

(the Dutch) wished to exploit the territory of Indonesia» 

For this they need skilled personnel from the native groups 

and for that purpose they opened vocational schools, 

It is clear, that the purpose of the Dutch in giving 

education to  the youth of Indonesia was to make the Indo- 

nesians the administration and exploitation tools on the 

soil of Indonesia itself. 

For that reason, the entire system of education and 

the educational facilities in the schools, and in society 

were directed toward the continuation of /Dutch/ domination. 
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It was achieved and for- three-and-ane-half centuries 

the Indonesians lived in "orderliness and peace with a work 

disciplineu in accordance with the norms set by-the rulers» 

fh§ KiaentsIB life of the Indonesians during that time was- 

molded into a subservient position to the justification for 

domination and into the spirit of "bowing to command" which 

was deeply implanted in the people's.mind« 

: "•; The educational effort was so intensive that it created 

a way of life« 

Her© and there some reaction from the educational 

world cams about with the birth then of educational insti- 

tutions such as '"Taman Siswa" /litsrallys "Students GardenJJJ 

"perguruan R&kjat" ^Peopless Schooling, etc. Those educa- 

tional institutions represented private initiative of which 

the educational and training system differed entirely from 

and ®-wen  opposed    what was called the "colonial educat- 
ed 

tion system". They &cceptApeople (children) aa objects to 

be taught to become a ^personality" of their own and to be 

taught as individuals to gain a feeling of self«respect» 

with, a specific purpose to love their country and people» 

It was here when the need was felt for th© development 

of .national culture* Finally,» the schooling of the people of 

Indonesia,, brought results so that cadres of patriots were 

formed who generally emerged as citissens who took an active 
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part In the war for freedom« Once again I submit that it is 

education which constitutes the starting point for the a- 

chievement .of what is being aspired« Education which starts 

with the care of the individual to gain a personality for 

the formation of a national character can induce a nation 

to move towards the gates of freedom» 

It is also recognized that in addition to the educa- 

tional efforts in the schools, the Indonesians as a people 

moved in the same direction toward freedom, ao that educa-* 

tion in the schools and In society complemented one another1. 

This was evident from the emergence of political parties and 

of other national movements during that time« 

Another example of tht  fact that education can assist 

in a certain direction, be it for national, religious or 

philosophical purposes, can be seen from the evidence in se- 

veral countries. 

United States of Americas 

Ixi West Georgia, a Southern State of the U.S. which is 

less advanced, there is the West Georgia Teachers College 

(like the Indonesian Teachers colleges) which has a program 

to develop villages into towns which are hoped to be equal 

to other towns In the Northern part of the U.S. The curri- 

culum is directed particularly to over-all development of 

that area. Considering that the area Is an agricultural and 

stock-breeding'area, the educational efforts are also moved 
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toward the life of the surroundings. There is also a program 

for the development of people's schools In the sense that 

the pupils are educated to be conscious of their responsi- 

bilities« 

When I visited one of the people's schools /probably. 

"public schoolsf/ (sorry, but there are still open lavato- 

ries) which was a "pilot project" of the Teachers College, 

from the time I passed the gates until I- was introduced 

from class to class, the pupils themselves acted as hosts 

and drafted the program for the visit. After that we had 

a meeting with them and lunched together without the pre- 

sence of the teachers» Only thereafter a meeting 

with, the teachers was arranged« It showed to us that every 

part of the educational effort was directed toward develop*» 

ment. The effort to develop villages into towns is also 

started with the education in the schools and with educa- 

tion In society (social education)» 

Allow me to quote the speech of the /tovxmvj  Minister 

of Education and Culture Sarino Mangunpranoto /sic/ before 

the PGRI /possibly the Indonesian Teachers Association/ 

Congress In Bandung in 1956? in which it was among others 

stated; 

"As citizens of an independent country, every Indone- 

sian must achieve a higher standard of living than he has 
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today. Standard of living includes material and spiritual 

life. 

"Each citizen should know his place in the State, should 

be conscious of bis rights and.of his responsibilities. But 

every citizen should .also have a grasp about responsibility 

.in the discipline of the country« HQ raust have a deep under- 

standing about the        welfare of society and country-« 

0,Every cltisen must be able to develop initiative for 

his own advancement and for the advancement of his Immediate 

society«       ' ''"     -; 

85in order to achieve the above$  the People of Indonesia 

must have the material, however aodest but sufficient, to 

take their places as citizens. 

^fhe material aust of such quality that it becomes the 

source for the activities in their lives« That material or 

requirement Is education in People's Schools /Public Schools/ 

which must be obtained by every citizen. 

"Education at the People's Schools is an education which 

supplies the standard knowledge which Is to be the material 

for all the People in their lives* 

flThe elementary knowledge must be such that it is dyna- 

mic,» critical &na  creative. Such knowledge shall make it 

possible that our Kation is not only receptive to new ideas, 

but also that the Nation is to be critical In order to gua- 
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rantee vigilance. 

MBeing in the midst of society (village), the People's 

School holda a cultural role in the village society« If in 

modern society the cultural stream moves from society Into 

the schools,  in Indonesia the stream flows from the 

schools into society, And  the flow of the stream will re- 

main so for some time to come« 

48In such a situation, the people's School is of great 

importance for society» It can be said, that the People's 

School in this case is the pioneer* in Tillage society 

for the'. culutural efforts in the sense of life8» activity. 

In order, that the People's School in such a role can ful- 

fill its mission, some requirements demand our attention: 

:  "First — the quality of education must be of such 

height that it can pull the level of       the life 

of village society to higher elevations. 

"Second — the teachers of the People's Schools must 

he of such quality so that they can give an example 

and guidance so that social life emerges 

in the village society which is in accordance with 

the desires of that society.. 

"Third — the relationship between the School and so- 

ciety must b© so close that the School can influence 

society to consider the School as the property of so» 
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ciety which has to be developed and maintained. 

"The School is not only a place for children to 

learn, but in addition'it   should also have a social, 

economic end cultural function» The School should be 

a pioneer end an example for the immediate society in 

the efforts to raise the level of the life of the 

people. This is particularly necessary for isolated 

villages and areas, in such places, Father Teacher is 

the leader of the people in the sense that he is the 

educator of the people. Such an opportunity should be 

used by the teacher to make his school a tool to ele- 

vate the immediate society,, 

"For example; the garden of the school can be planted with 

various kinds of fruit tress and vegetables which ar© 

not yet known in that area and which benefit    nu- 

trition and health. You certainly know that in some 

isolated islands "kangkung* /spinach-like vegetable/ 

is not known as being edible. With the intermediary 

of the pupils, such plantings should be an example for 

the plantings in the gardens of their own houses.'1 

Europe: 

Far from Stockholm, the capital of Sweden, about 90 

tilometera away, an agricultural town could be found» One 

hundred years ago that town was a     quiet village with 
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a church* The n&im  of the place is TJpaula,, 

The church then opened schools to educate the children 

.of the villages, not only in. religion but also in'the de- 

velopment of their- village» The* world continued its course,. 

times changed and by then (l9Ü>8) the quiet village of 

100 years ago has grow* lato a proud and busy city and as 

the expansion of the life of the. church arises a Universi» 

ty:■■'called "Upaula University", The history of the university 

shows the growth of the village of Upsula into the univor- 
ste» 

aity city of Upsula» It cleadyto us the pole of universi* 

ties in  development, 

• It wag In the field of education, where in the beginning 

efforts wer© isade toward the growth of its immediate socie- 

ty into a modern city, naturally, for that village the pro- 

gress which has been'achieved was the result of over-all 

development «hich has been caroled out step by step for» de- 

cades« 

Soviet Union and People's Republic of China. 

In the Soviet Union, over-all development was started 

after the 191? Revolution and in the People's Republic of 

China In 191$• The time needed for it was short» Even so» 

thay hav® been able to achieve such a high performance of 

labor and, have been able to.gain an aws-insplring position 

for thosa two conmauaist countries. What Is behind their re« 
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markabls achievement? The choice of the form of government 

'which is *deaiocr&tic centralism" for the Soviet Union and 

^People's democracy* for the People's Republic of China 

has given the rulers the opportunity to act diet&torlally«, 

Education is applied as & mass education and conducted 

with Bdrilling*. Without execptioa» everybody has to work 

and has to be trained to become skilled in their field of 

Endeavour, "Mental*8 education is given through Intensive 

^brainwashing** and Impose© a life's opinion that r&B.n        re- 

presents & production factor /possibly "labor- factor^. 

Therefore everyone must b© productive) for the State and for 

the people« The rulers determine ©very aspect of the life of 

the .people« 

Education in schools constitutes schooling for work and 

to them schooling is training for work«, 1 have not been  able 

to study whether their educational philosophy Is based on 

the "molding of the personality of the individual** as a 

foundation for the achievement of a ^homogeneous* society* 

or whether man is to live according to conditions determined 

by the ruling'group» What la apparent Is that th« 

. coasmtmiat Ideology has been made to become the philosophy of 

life«, All facets of political* economic» social and cultu- 

ral life &r® based on tho alias of communism, fhsrefors, the 

purpose of their education is directed toward the develop« 



ment of a socialistic society based on the principles of 

communism* 

Indonesia* 

The shortage of-experts in Indonesia is very auch fait, 

even more so in economic development in which experts con- 

stitute a decisive factor next to the problems of financing 

and the like* It is not only experts in the sense of 

"skilled labor"' who are needed, but experts In the field of 

m&mg®memtA&z>e  also short in supply. 

Quantitatively speaking* there is enough wraan-powerff, 

but qualitatively the number is small* Indonesia, which. 

has been independent for only 15 years, wishes to have « 

well running State organization and administration. 

The old methods of working must be replaced with new ones« 

But the officials are being pressed from two sides: the old 

regulations on one side and new efforts on the other. The 

old regulations could not be discarded before new ones are 

enacted, while renewal does not necessary brings improve- 

ment» This dualistie situation creates bureaucracy which 

oftentimes disrupts and slows down the machinery of govern- 

ment administration« 

Over-all development for Indonesia is directed toward 

two facets» i.e. firstftoward iBssedi&te economic devel 

Kent (short-term), and second, toward mental development 



for the present and for the future (long-tarsi). 

The difficult &ixd complex task of drawing    up the 

blueprint fox» development is ROW being done by th© Natio- 

nal Plarming öouncil and the blueprint will b© impleiaentsd 

after the approval of the Provisional People's Consultative 

Congress has been received» What is to be important in th© 

'interpretation of the blueprint is mental development for 

the benefit of the economy, and not the reverse of it as 

some  people think which would be economic development for 

the benefit of bhä" mind»"Hh&  question about the mind will 

naturally touch  the elements of cultural life which in 

turn touch three kinds of life's activities ,i.e. science, 
t 
philosophy and art* 

If culture alludes *'beautyw to .man, then two lines of 

thought might «merge:■ 

1« ,sls it beauty which possesses powern  or 

II* "Is it power which possesses beauty"0 

In lay opinion, the first line of thought is va- 

lid» For that reason» this article has emphasised from th© 

start that education Is to be the basis and subject of 

all development efforts (economic as well as mental)* 

It is possible that one holds that« considering the 

shortages we are facing today, to meet th© immediate needs 

^physical training and handwork* is the only way to achieve 
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Kskill«. With this wo can agree,  but for» Indonesia mat*rial 

needs only do not constitute the end  of life's aspirations« 

If this holds true, then, over-all development for Indonesia 

is not  merely to pursue material things, but also to-aohievt 

something more complex, and that'Is "the Indonesian image". 

Based on the principles of Pantja Sila as the philoso- 

phy of the State, it is hoped that this «Indonesian image" 

can be  drawn into the fallowing form; 

a* as a human being, man must have personality /pos- 

sibly also meant "identity15"/* 

b* as a. nation* ®&n  i@«si possess sovereignty over' tte 

independence of tfa© country, 

c. as a member of society, man must adjust his life 

to the society of Indonesian socialism. 

d. as a cultured human being, fee must have culture. 

e. as a human being,   his life's attitude must be 

that of "sfitrya-pendita'1 /satrya « nobleman; pendi- 

t& a theological scientist* also, priest, pastoxy5* 

Personality shows the being of the individual with an 

independent mind  and with a sense of responsibility far his 

country» and whose sublime purpose of life is to be) useful 

to society« 

Personality does not only include "self-respect", but 

must also contain "self-confidence". These two characterise 
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tics should not result In self-adqsirafclon which might make 

one fall into conceit and liberalism. It is recognized that 

education to mold the personality of an individual often 

shows traces of liberalism. But it is clear that a human be- 

ing is not just A  number (object) in society, but has a 

function of his own as a cultivated human being (subject) 

in the development of society which in turn he of benefit 

to the physical and spiritual life of all individuals (Not 

only limited to the physical    and also not only limited 

to the spiritual). 

Hairing the sense of soi?#re ignty over     the indepen- 

dence of the country   means to he conscious of having a 

country and a government of his own. Lack of conviction, in 

this matter could stake one fall into unlimited Internatio- 

nalism* without realising th&t internationalism can he strong 

if baaed, on nationalism and that nationalism can grow if it 

can move on into Internationaliaa (quoted from Bung Karno 

end the "tri-con" theory of Ki Had.jar Dewantoro)«, 

TSiat education must be aimed at the realisation of 

Indon&ßian socialism is a conditlo sine qua non £H  necessa- 

ry condition/. Without such realization, greed and ©x» 

ceasive individualism, would reign. Such characteristics 

could easily cause materialistic desires which often expand 

into capitalism and into the drive for power (politics, e- 
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conostjf and culture) • 

The position expounded In the political manifesto clear- 

ly shows that Indonesian socialism is identical with the 

nature of the Indonesian nation which is to be used as ■ 

the foundation for our.efforts to achieve a just and pros* 

perous society 'for- all* 

To  consider man as a. cultivated -human being is a posi- 

tiv® life's attitude* Ha is   conscious of the fact that 

h®  has genius, reason and ability (akftl-budi-kerti). Posi- 

tive ,  because he is aware where he is and how far he can go 

■to*achieve what h® wishes to achieve in this world» Such 

characteristic» will not create &  feeling of conceit that 

»an is the source of all forces and fibei* alles /over every- 

thing?.  It is true that the huaan element creates useful 

things in this woyldj but do not forget- the influences of 

Nature's  omnipotence &.M the essence of God» which &l*o 

possess a determining factor* 

It is indeed recognised that it was man himself who 

thought of the existence of • the essence, of öod» hut the ex- 

periences in the life of any individual can.convince nan of 

such existence. 

wSatrja-peaditaM In education is an effort-to direct 

'the growth of the nature of the child toward a form to ta© 

used as a basis for the life of the Indonesian nation, 
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It was clearly explained by Bung Karno in his message 

to the-special meeting of the National Planning Council in 

Bandung on 9 «January 196Ö, that over*all development does 

not only mean that everyone is to have food and drink and 

& hom&$  but that it is also to include ail facets of human 

life, i*©* economic, political, cultural and mental« 

In another part of his message, Bung Karno advanced 

that a socialistic Indonesian society guarantees that every 

citizen can enjoy and develop his culture» and improve his 

spiritual life go that     not only the physical but also 

the spiritual life of the citizens will be ea.rerl for» 

It is clear then that th@ life of the Indonesians is 
sie rely 

not K     to worship materialism, but also is to maintain 

the deeper meanings of human life which touches the spiri- 

tual being within n&n  (life's aspirations)* 

To simplify mAtters I heire used the word Satrya ^nohle- 

m&nj as an illustration of lifefs alias with regard to this 

world (country and society), while Pendita /jprle&t?  as an 

illustration for the spiritual part of the aims» 

The sound and the isesning of the words are not separa- 

ted, frora on© another, but combined into one word "satrya- 

pendita"« 

Conclusion. 

Thesis: 
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1» Over-all development Is to realize the fruits of 

human labor   for- the achievement of a balance between 

physical and spiritual -life's satisfaction«, 

Z„  Education Is a right of parents In rearing their, 

off»spring as       the consequence of the need for 

"propagation" of life Es purpose. 

3* Education definitely aims at the molding of a per« 

sonality for the individual through Independent education 

in concord with nature's omnipotence (aid system) and with 

the principle of'"tutyrori andajarii" /"follow with ones own 

strength of convictionaj'» orderly and peaceful (Taman-Siswa), 

If,« The Molding of personality is aimed at bringing 

about a character of a people for the maintenance end de-_ 

velopment of-humanity ("tri-con theory" of Ki.Hadjar De« 

wantopo)„ 

5« Education is a. "transfer of culture" fro» genera- 

tion to generation» 

6. The best guidance and basis for3 the educator are 

his ovm character and behaviour-, 

7« Every educator* must be able to bring man's genius 

and sense in concord with Nature's omnipotence and the 

essence of God» 

8* Education from the elementary schools on to the u- 

niversities raust foe aimed at th© realization of os?er-*ail de- 
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country in  general. 

■9« The achievement of developmentj, particularly in. fch$ 

economic field» depends on the personality of the indivi- 

dual who carries with hisa certain abilities to the task he 

is assigned to. 

1'Oa The ideal form of Indonesian society is &  form in 

which everyone has  equal right* responsibility aad posi- 

tion with'the consideration of the abilities of the i&divl* 

dual while recognising leadership, and which moves towards 

a society of Indonesian socialism* 

Recoaamendation (to he realised)s 

I* that the Ministry of Education & Culture takes the 

initiative, on inter-ministerial basis, to raobilig© ex- 

perts fro» the various Ministries. 

II. under leadership of the Universities and other 

educational institutions (private institutions included} 
extensive 

to implement /university extension program" in the entire 

territory end in industrial centers to he charge with 

scientific and practical matters. 

III. that the aims ar© to develop the less advanced 

areas into adv&ncsd towns in accordance with the surroun- 

ding areas. 

IV. that the implementation is to he within the frame«* 
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work of the over-all- development of which the blueprint is 

being drawn up'bythe National Planning Council* 

V. that- the    motto ist "Realisation of education, 

training and culture for economic developraent". 

2218 END 
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